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   Abstract Recently, an unconventional approach [the so-called Internal-Field-Guarded-Active-Region Design (IFGARD)] for the elimination of the crystal polarization field induced quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) in polar semiconductor heterostructures was developed. This thesis demonstrates by means of micro-photoluminescence techniques the successful tuning as well as the elimination of the QCSE in strongly polar [ ̅] wurtzite GaN/AlN nanodiscs causing a reduction of the exciton life times by up to four orders of magnitude. The IFGARD based elimination of the QCSE is independent of any specific crystal growth procedures. Furthermore, the cone-shaped geometry of the utilized nanowires (which embed the investigated IFGARD nanodiscs) facilitates the experimental differentiation between quantum confinement- and QCSE-induced emission energy shifts. Due to the IFGARD, both effects become independently adaptable. Within the IFGARD nanodiscs, several exciton recombination pathways are determined. For the first time, an evolution from a biexponential decay process at the low energy luminescence flank of the NDs to a triexponential decay process on the high energy side of the ND luminescence is observed. This evolution becomes detectable due to the absence of the built-in polarization fields. By combining the results of scanning tunneling electron microscopy, µ-photoluminescence and temperature dependent time resolved photoluminescence measurements, the three recombination pathways are assigned to excitons in different types of nanodisc-monolayer-thickness fluctuations and surface states joined by relaxation processes.         



    



   Zusammenfassung Kürzlich wurde ein unkonventioneller Ansatz, das sogenannte „Internal-Field-Guarded-Active-Region Design  (IFGARD) für die Eliminierung des durch das Kristallpolarisationsfeld induzierten „quantum confined Stark effects  (QCSE) in polaren Halbleiterheterostrukturen vorgestellt. Die vorliegende Arbeit demonstriert mithilfe von Mikro-Photolumineszenzmessungen die erstmalige, erfolgreiche, experimentelle Umsetzung des IFGARDs am Beispiel von stark polaren [ ̅] Wurtzit GaN/AlN Nanodisks. Durch die erfolgreiche Eliminierung des QCSE verkürzen sich die Exzitonenlebensdauern um bis zu vier Größenordnungen. Dabei erfordert die auf IFGARD basierende Aufhebung des QCSE keine neuartigen oder anspruchsvolleren Kristallwachstumsprozeduren. Außerdem ermöglicht die Trichterform der untersuchten Nanodrähte (welche die IFGARD Nanodisks beinhalten) die experimentelle Differenzierung der durch das „ ua tu  Co fi e e t - oder durch den QCSE induzierten Energieverschiebung der Nanodiskemission. Durch das IFGARD werden beide Effekte erstmalig voneinander unabhängig anpassbar. In den Nanodisks wurden mehrere, unterschiedliche exzitonische Rekombinationskanäle nachgewiesen. Dabei konnten erstmalig Übergänge von einem biexponentiellen Verhalten der Zerfallstransienten, die auf der niederenergetischen Seite der Nanodisklumineszenz auftraten hin zu einem triexponentiellen Zerfall auf der hochenergetischen Seite der Nanodisklumineszenz beobachtet werden – eine Beobachtung, die durch die Abwesenheit der in konventionellen Proben inhärenten elektrischen Polarisationsfelder möglich wurde. Mithilfe kombinierter Charakterisierung der IFGARD-Proben durch Rastertunnelelektronenmikroskopie, µ-Photolumineszenz- und zeitaufgelöster µ-Photolumineszenzspektroskopie wurden die exzitonischen Rekombinationskanäle Ladugsträgern in unterschiedlichen Arten von Nanodiskdickenfluktuationen und Oberflächenzuständen in Kombination mit Relaxationsprozessen  zugeordnet.   
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Introduction  11 1. Introduction Group-III-nitride semiconductors are key materials for visible and ultraviolet LEDs, LDs [1]–[3], and quantum-light sources [4]–[6]. In particular GaN as well as AlN favorably crystalize in the wurtzite crystal structure [7]. Hence, heterostructures based on these materials suffer from a strong electric field induced by a piezo- and pyroelectric polarization parallel to the most natural crystal growth direction [0001], the so called c-axis [8]–[12]. The polarization-induced internal fields cause a redshift of the exciton emission energy inside these heterostructures, known to be the prominent feature of the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) [13]–[17], which is accompanied by a drastic decrease of the spatial electron-hole overlap in the direction of the c-axis [4], [9], [18]–[27]. Different approaches to eliminate or to diminish the electric field in group-III-nitride heterostructures (across the optically active region) have been investigated, such as growth on non- or semi-polar crystal planes [28], [29], forcing the growth of the cubic zinc blende phase [30], or by screening the fields with doping-induced free carriers [31]. Generally, approaches to avoid the preferential [0001] wurtzite crystal growth are challenging, slow, and they often produce a reduced crystal quality [32]–[37]. A more promising method to control the internal electric field is the Internal-Field-Guarded-Active-Region Design (IFGARD) [38], [39], theoretically developed by Hönig et al. [40]. As described in detail in chapter 4, a conventional structure of a GaN quantum well (QW) embedded in AlN barriers is complemented in the IFGARD structure by additional GaN guard layers enclosing the AlN barriers. This is not intuitive as the additional GaN guard layers reabsorb a particular percentage of the photons generated in the QW. But as shown in this thesis, the overall gain based on the elimination of the polarization field in the QW and the resulting boost in the exciton recombination probability, can overcompensate the reabsorption losses by the guard layers, if the thickness of the guard layer in the emission direction is smaller than 1/10th of the emitted wavelength [41]–[44]. However, it was numerically demonstrated by Hönig et al. that IFGARD can lead to a constant piezo- and pyroelectric polarization potential inside of a QW, which results in flat conduction- and valence-band edges therein. This elimination of the electric field inside the QW results in a higher spatial overlap of the electron and hole wave functions, and hence in a drastic rise of the exciton recombination probability. 



12  Introduction As calculated in Ref. [40] this maximized exciton recombination probability implicates a gain in the emitted single photons by 2 orders of magnitude.  It is important to note that the IFGARD approach does not require a change in the underlying conventional growth procedures; hence, no degradation of the crystal quality occurs as frequently observed for non- and semi-polar growth. Maintaining the initial crystal growth method is a big advantage of the present concept compared to any other alternative approaches that aim to reduce or even eliminate the internal polarization fields in semiconductor heterostructures [32]–[37]. This thesis shows the successful implementation of the IFGARD concept for the example of nanowires (NWs) containing GaN nanodiscs (NDs). In particular, this work demonstrates the reduction of the internal electric field inside of the GaN NDs down to zero, which reveals the advantage of the IFGARD over alternative, more conservative design concepts. Furthermore, the identification of the individual contributions of either the pure QCSE or the pure confinement effect based on two sample series with varying barrier and ND thickness gets possible.   Parts of this work have been published in [38], [40], [45]. Some section headers refer to [45], which means that these chapters comprise word-for-word contents of my first author publication, reference [45].  1.1 Thesis structure The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 starts with the basic properties of AlN and GaN including the wurtzite crystal structure, piezoelectric- and pyroelectric polarization, and band structure to give the reader the necessary fundamental knowledge to understand the advantages of IFGARD. In Chapter 3, a description of the used µ-photoluminescence (µ-PL) techniques is given followed by a detailed description of IFGARD in chapter 4. The description of IFGARD is divided into two cases: quantum dots (QDs) and quantum wells (QWs), followed in chapter 5 by the presentation of the investigated IFGARD NDs in NWs, which represent a hybrid between the laterally infinite QWs and the comparably slim QDs. The analysis and discussion of the recorded data are presented in chapter 6. This chapter is divided into three main parts: the µ-PL results, the TRPL results and the comparison to 



Introduction  13 literature values for polar as well as non-polar GaN QWs. A comparison of the experimental results with numeric simulations is content of the chapter 6.1. Finally, chapter 7 concludes und summarizes all results by showing an overview graph that comprises the most important key results determined for the investigated IFGARD NDs. Furthermore, chapter 7 includes an outlook. The outlook picks up some interesting issues concerning IFGARD. In this context, the right choice of the substrate, the reabsorption of photons in the top guard layer and the advantage of low current operated devices are discussed to convince, hopefully, even skeptical readers.   



14  AlN and GaN 2 AlN and GaN The aim of this chapter is to summarize the basic properties of GaN and AlN and the challenges that go along with those materials for the use in opto-electronic devices giving a good background knowledge to understand the results discussed in this thesis.   2.1 Wurtzite crystal structure GaN as well as AlN preferably crystalize in the wurtzite structure [46], [47]. In principle, GaN and AlN may also crystalize with a zinc blende structure under certain conditions like high pressure, while GaN can also crystalize in the rock salt configuration. Although the unprefered crystal structures exhibit properties which may be useful as, e.g., in zinc blende crystal based hetero structures, the crystal polarization is not as detrimental as in wurtzite crystals [24], [48], [49], it needs an elaborate growth procedure that generates additional costs and challenges making the zinc blende crystal structure unsuitable for industrial use yet. Since the samples studied in this thesis exhibit the industrially more relevant wurtzite crystal structure, this chapter starts with the description of it.  The wurtzite crystal structure comprises two hexagonal close-packed layers of metal (here Al or Ga) and nitrogen ions, which are shifted relative to each other by 5/8 of the lattice constant c. Consequently, the crystal shows alternating layers of metal and nitrogen atoms, an ABAB stacking, exhibited in Figure 2.1. Thus, the wurtzite crystal belongs to the space group 𝐶 𝑣, point group 𝐶 𝑣 and has a rotation symmetry of 𝐶  [50]. Furthermore, each metal atom is surrounded by four nitrogen atoms and vice versa, forming a tetrahedron with an angle of 109.47° (ideal wurtzite structure) between the nearest neighbors. The bonds are formed by - hybridized orbitals [50].  
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  Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of a Ga-polar wurtzite crystal structure including Ga or Al atoms (positively charged, red), N atoms (negatively charged, blue), lattice constants a and c, the material specific internal lattice parameter u, the unit cell (green), a-plane, m-plane, c-plane, ABAB stacking and tetrahedron. Table 2.1: Lattice parameters a and c and internal lattice parameter u of AlN and GaN [51]. Wurtzite, 300 K AlN GaN a [Å] 3.112 3.189 c [Å] 4.982 5.185 c/a (exp.) 1.6010 1.6259 c/a (cal.) 1.6190 1.6336 u  0.380 0.367   2.2 Piezoelectric- and pyroelectric polarization  Group-III-nitrides exhibit strongly polar wurtzite crystals. Two different effects cause this crystal polarization: pyroelectric, also known as spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization (Figure 2.2). For visualization, Figure 2.2 shows the wurtzite double tetrahedron with metal (red) and nitrogen (blue) ions for an ideal wurtzite crystal (Figure 2.2 a), an in the growth plane (x-y-plane) by externally applied stress compressively strained wurtzite crystal (Figure 2.2 b, piezoelectric polarization) and an intrinsically polarized wurtzite crystal (Figure 2.2 c, pyroelectric polarization). The pyroelectric polarization exists without applying any external stress. In an ideal 



16  AlN and GaN wurtzite crystal, [Figure 2.2 a)] the tetrahedron has exactly the same bond length as well as bond angle between the nearest neighbor atoms [7]. This ideal wurtzite crystal is defined over the ratio of the lattice constants c/a = (8/3)1/2 = 1.633 [7], [8], [12] and an ideal internal parameter u = 3/8 [52]. In Figure 2.3 the nearest (blue) and second nearest neighbors (red) to a metal atom (yellow) in a wurtzite crystal are highlighted. However, even in a perfect wurtzite crystal structure, the distance in c-direction from one atom to its second nearest neighbor is 13% shorter than to the center of charges of its other second nearest neighbors [8]. For the equilibrium of the crystal lattice, the internal lattice parameter u gets larger (Figure 2.2 c and Table 2.1). This leads to a residual dipole moment, the pyroelectric polarization. 

In the case of GaN it is c/a= 1.627 and u=0.377, whereas AlN shows an even higher deviation from the ideal wurtzite crystal structure with c/a= 1.601 and u=0.382 caused by the different electronegativities of the cations [7]. Hence, GaN and AlN have different pyroelectric polarizations ( 𝐴 𝑁 = − , 9  and 𝑎𝑁 =− ,  ), which induce a built-in field in the GaN/AlN heterostructure. Additionally, if GaN is embedded in AlN, like in this thesis, it is necessary to consider the externally applied stress due to the lattice mismatch of about 2.5 % (AlN: a = 311.2 pm, c = 498.2 pm; GaN: a = 318.9 pm, c = 518.5 pm at 300 K [46]). This lattice mismatch leads to a biaxial, compressive strain in the growth plane (x-y-plane) [53] and a relaxation (extension) in the growth direction (c-axis, z-axis) causing an extended internal lattice parameter u of the tetrahedrons in the wurtzite crystal. 

a) b) c) 
Figure 2.2: Double tetrahedrons of the wurtzite crystal structure including Ga or Al ions (positively charged, red), N ions (negatively charged, blue) and the material specific internal lattice parameter u. Coordinates for orientation: z-axis corresponds to the growth direction [0001] (c-axis). Left: ideal double tetrahedron, middel: compressively (x-y-plane) strained double tetrahedron (piezoelectric polarization), right: intrinsic deviation from the ideal double tetrahedron (constitutes the spontaneous polarization). 



AlN and GaN  17 Consequently, the centers of charges of metal and nitrogen ions shifts (Figure 2.2 b) (piezoelectricity) and cause additional space charges at the heterointerfaces leading to an increased built-in piezo polarization field affecting such GaN/AlN heterostructures.   

  Figure 2.3: Illustration of a wurtzite crystal structure with Ga or Al ions (positively charged, red), N ions (negatively charged, blue), lattice constants a and c, central metal atom (black framed), nearest neighbors nitrogen atoms (orange framed) and second nearest neighbors (green framed).   2.2.1 Quantum-confined Stark effect The pyroelectric and piezoelectric polarization generate considerable electric space charges at any c-plane interface between the matrix material, e.g., AlN and the nanostructure, e.g., a GaN quantum well. This causes an electric field across the nanostructure in the growth direction (c-axis) of several MV/cm that has an immense influence on the charge carriers in the nanostructure. As exhibited in Figure 2.4 b), the inherent electric field represents an incline of the valence and conduction band edges compared to the case without any interface charges. This field induced band bending implicates a smaller band gap between the conduction and valance band 



18  AlN and GaN plus a spatial separation of an electron and a hole confined inside the nanostructure. Hence, the energetic spacing between electron and hole decreases and shows a red-shift in photoluminescence spectra relative to the primary band gap of the actual material (here GaN). An upper limit for the red-shift EX is given in Ref. [53] for a 2-nm-thi k GaN/AlN QW  the pote tial d op i side the a ost u tu e to e EX < 2.1 eV [53]. Furthermore, the spatial separation provokes a decreasing electron-hole wave function overlap resulting in a smaller oscillator strength of excitonic complexes and thus in a higher exciton lifetime. Of course, the charge carrier overlap additionally depends on the size of the nanostructure [54]. In comparison, as shown in Figure 2.4 a), without any interface charges the nanostructure would not suffer from a band bending and therefore, it would not suffer from the spatial separation of electron and hole—meaning the absence of red-shifted PL spectra and increased exciton life times.  Both effects together, the red-shift and the spatial charge carrier separation (by confining electrons and holes to different sides of the nanostructure) are called quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE).  It should be noted that, if we produce a large number of screening charge carriers in the nanostructure through high excitation power, the QCSE can be (partly) compensated [Figure 2.4 c)], visible as a power dependent blue-shift of the emission energy in the PL spectra. Therefore, it is important to classify whether the screened or unscreened luminescence of a nanostructure is investigated in an experiment.  As described and shown (Figure 2.4) in this chapter, the QCSE plays a key role when concerning the use of group III-nitrides for opto-electronic devices , as usually a high photon output is needed. For this reason it is indispensable to study possibilities to eliminate the QCSE, or even better, to find a way to tune it in a favored way. Exactly this is possible with the concept of the IFGARD, explained in chapter 4-5 and shown in chapter 6.  
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 Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of a GaN QW in an AlN matrix without surface charges a), with surface charges b) illustrating the QCSE and the screening of the QCSE through a large number of charge carriers c).  2.2.1.1 Electric dipole moment Due to the QCSE (explained in the previous chapter 2.2.1) the electron-hole pairs in the QW suffer from a spatial charge separation in the c growth direction [see Figure 2.4 b)]. Hence, the centers of charge are not in coincidence and cause an electric dipole moment. Consequently, this built-in electric dipole moment is a measure of the separation of the electrons and holes in the nanostructure.  In general the electric dipole moment ⃗ is defined by the distance ⃗ between a positive and a negative charge  and -  ⃗ = ⃗ .                     (2.1) For a continuous charge density ⃗  distributed in a volume V it is ⃗ = ∫ 𝑉 ∙ ⃗ ∙ ⃗ .                    (2.2)  2.2.2 Theoretical background The task of this chapter is to give an overview of the theoretical background of strain and polarization calculations in wurtzite crystal structures, which are the basis of calculating the built-in electric fields in wurtzite group III-nitrides and subsequently the electric dipole moments of the confined excitonic complexes. 



20  AlN and GaN 2.2.2.1 Strain field calculation To describe the electronic properties of a nanostructure it is inevitable to calculate the strain field inside a nanostructure and in its vicinity. The strain manipulates the electronic structure indirectly by strain-induced piezoelectric polarization and directly by shifting the band edges.  One way to calculate the strain of a nanostructure is by using a continuum mechanical model [55]. In such a model, the strain is considered for a continuum mass and not for each atom separately. For the wurtzite crystal, the stiffness tensor in the continuum is described only by five independent stiffness modules C11, C33, C44, C12, C13.      
Hook s la  defi es ho  stress ɛ̂ creates strain �̂� according to the material stiffness �̂�: 
(  
 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 )  
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ɛɛɛɛɛɛ ) 

   ,                   (2.5) 
with σij and ɛij (I = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3) being the components of the stress ɛ̂ and strain �̂� tensor, respectively.  If the fundamental equation 𝜕𝜎𝑖𝜕 + 𝜕𝜎𝑖𝜕 + 𝜕𝜎𝑖𝜕 =  , 𝑖 = , ,                     (2.6) is solved, the components of the tensor of strain can be computed. x, y, and z are Cartesian coordinates. For wurtzite crystals with the z-axis along the [0001] direction, the stiffness tensor is: 
�̂� =
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       .               (2.7) 
 In Table 2.2, the elastic stiffness coefficients for wurtzite AlN and GaN are shown.   



AlN and GaN  21 Table 2.2: Elastic stiffness coefficients in GPa for wurtzite AlN and GaN [40], [56].  C11 C33 C44 C12 C13 AlN 396 373 116 137 108 GaN 390 398 105 145 106  2.2.2.2 Polarization calculation In order to describe the electronic states and energies of a nanostructured semiconductor material with the k∙p method, which was used to compute the numeric results presented in chapters 4, it is necessary to solve the Schrödinger equation [57] ̂ф = ̂ + ħ  ⃑ ̂ + ħ + 𝑉 ф = ф .                 (2.8) With the Hamiltonian operator ̂, the electron wavefunction ф and the total energy , while the Hamilton operator is given by the momentum operator ̂, the free electron mass m0, the reduced Planck constant ħ = ℎ/ , the wave vector ⃑⃗  and the potential 𝑉.  V describes the potential landscape seen by the charge carriers. Therefore, it includes the polarization fields created by the wurtzite crystal structure, as explained in chapter 2.2. Here, the total polarization  ⃑ 𝑎  of a wurtzite crystal is given by the sum of the piezoelectric polarization  ⃑ 𝑖𝑒  and the pyroelectric polarization  ⃑   ⃑ 𝑎 =  ⃑ 𝑖𝑒 +  ⃑  .                              (2.10) As explained in chapter 2.2 , the pyroelectric polarization is parallel to the c-axis (z-direction, see Figure 2.2) of a wurtzite crystal: 
 ⃑ = ( ) .                              (2.11)  The piezoelectric polarization  ⃑piezo and the stress tensor ɛ̂ are linked by the electro-mechanical tensor ̂  
 ⃑ 𝑖𝑒 = 𝑖𝑒 ,𝑖𝑒 ,𝑖𝑒 , = ̂

( 
  
ɛɛɛɛɛɛ ) 

   .                             (2.12) 
The electro-mechanical tensor ̂  for wurtzite crystals with z-axis growth direction along [0001] has only three independent entries 



22  AlN and GaN 
̂ = ( ) .                            (2.13)  Table 2.3 lists the components for AlN and GaN, respectively. Here, e33 and e31 have contrarious algebraic signs. Therefore, besides the phenomenological explanation of the piezoelectric polarization in chapter 2.2, a biaxial compression in the x-y plane leads to a positive electric polarization along the z-axis, since inserting the electro-mechanical tensor ̂  (5.13) provides    ⃑
 𝑖𝑒 = 𝑖𝑒 ,𝑖𝑒 ,𝑖𝑒 , = ɛɛ(ɛ + ɛ ) + ɛ  .              (2.14)  Table 2.3: Pyroelectric polarization in C/m2 and piezoelectric modules e33, 31, 15 in C/m2 for wurtzite AlN and GaN [40].  Ppyro e33 e31 e15 AlN -0.090 1.56 -0.536 -0.418 GaN -0.034 0.895 -0.527 -0.326  The existence of a polarization gradient, e.g., at heterointerfaces causes a space charge density defined by  = −∇  ⃑ 𝑎  .                   (2.15)  From this equation it is obvious that at a wurtzite material interface between AlN and GaN, the differences in pyroelectric and piezoelectric polarization (see Table 2.2 and Table 2.3) induce charge densities [58], given by: 

𝑎 = 𝑖𝑒 +  .                              (2.16) If the total surface charge 𝑎  is known, solving the Poisson equation  ɛ ∇⃑⃑ [ɛ  ∇⃑⃑ 𝑉  ] =    provides the possibility to determine the potential 𝑉, as the Poisson equation is numerically solvable, with the vacuum permittivity ɛ0 and the relative permittivity ɛr of the materials. The potential 𝑉 is added to the Hamilton operator in the Schrödinger equation (2.8) representing the band-edge bending of the potential landscape by the polarization of the wurtzite crystal structure.   



AlN and GaN  23 2.3 Band structure  The III-V compound semiconductors GaN and AlN have direct band gaps, as their valance band edge maxima and conduction band minima with band gap energies of 3.51 eV and 6.23 eV [46] are at the  point. Figure 2.5 shows the band structures of a) GaN and b) AlN with the corresponding energy values listed in Table 2.4. The energetically highest valance bands in GaN and AlN are formed by the binding 2p states of the nitrogen ions whereas the conduction bands originate from the antibinding 4s states of gallium or the antibinding 3s states of aluminum. The three upper most valence bands are called A, B and C band. The upper valance band splitting originates from the crystal field leading to a splitting of heavy (HH) and light hole (LH) bands. The third splitting is caused by the spin-orbit interaction (SO). The essential difference between GaN and AlN is the symmetry ordering of the three valance bands while the conduction bands both have a 7 symmetry. For GaN, the three upper most valance bands have a symmetry ordering of 9, 7, 7 in contrast to 
AlN that e hi its a 7, 9, 7 symmetry ordering (see Figure 2.5). Tension and compression influence the distances between those three valance bands as well as the band gap to the conduction band.  

 Figure 2.5: Band structure for a) GaN and b) AlN depicted with the energy gaps for the A-valley EA, the -valley Eg, the M-L valley EM-L and the energy splitting in the valance bands A, B and C. The energy values are given in Table 2.4 [60]–[62]. Table 2.4: Band structure relevant energies in eV for the A-valley EA, the -valley Eg, the M-L valley EM-L and the energy splitting in the valance band resulting from the crystal field Ecf and spin-orbit interaction Eso for GaN and AlN [40], [53], [61] [40], [62]. in eV EA Eg EM-L Ecf Eso AlN 7.2 6.25 6.9 -0.169 0.019 GaN 4.7-5.5 3.51 4.5-5.3 0.010 0.017 



24  Experimental methods 3 Experimental methods The purpose of this chapter is to present the applied experimental techniques. To demonstrate the fundamental validity of the IFGARD, basic photoluminescence techniques had been used. The fundamental optical properties of the IFGARD NWs had been investigated by means of micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) and time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements. For the TRPL measurements, two different setups enabled the detection of exciton decay times from the ps up to the µs range. In the following sections, the techniques are explained in more detail. For all experiments, the samples were mounted into a micro He-flow cryostat providing measurement temperatures from 4 K up to 400 K.    3.1 Micro-photoluminescence The micro-Photoluminescence (µ-PL) measurements had been carried out to investigate the optical properties of the IFGARD NWs. In the µ-PL setup, the NWs had been excited by a frequency quadrupled  emission line of a 76 MHz pulsed 1032 nm faser laser with a pulse width of 5 ps resulting in an excitation wavelength of 258 nm. In doing so, the excitation power was varied between 0.035 µW and 500 µW with continuous filter wheels. The spectra were dispersed within a 0.85 m single monochromator by a 150 l/mm (500 nm blazed) grating. The photons were detected with an UV-enhanced Si-charge-coupled device (CCD) array. All spectra were calibrated with an Hg-lamp and vacuum corrected.  A schematic illustration of the µ-PL setup is shown in Figure 3.1. The faser laser has two exits, one for the frequency doubled 516 nm wavelength emission and one for the original 1032 nm wavelength emission. The 1032 nm laser beam is required for the time resolved photoluminescence measurements (explained in chapter 3.2.1) as it serves in that context as the start signal for the time correlated single-photon counting technique (TCSPC).  For the excitation of the specimen the 1032 nm pulsed laser excitation first got frequency doubled by a second harmonic generator (SHG) within the faser laser. Second, the 516 nm frequency doubled emission got once more frequency doubled by an external SHG in the set-up. The so generated 258 nm laser beam is sent through 



Experimental methods  25 motorized continuous filter wheels for power dependent µ-PL measurements. After that, the laser light is guided through a beam splitter and focused via a microscopic lens (microspot lens by Thorlabs, 20x magnification, numerical aperture 0.4, laser 
fo us spot ≈  µm) on the sample, which is mounted in a helium-flow microscopy cryostat (ST-500, by Janis) providing measurement temperatures from approximately 4 K up to 400 K. The cryostat is positioned on a 2-axis motorized stage and the lens is mounted on a 3-a is piezo stage allo i g a s a i g of the spe i e s su fa e. Hence, precise mapping of the specimen is possible over a large sample area collecting spectra depending on the position on the sample. However, mapscans of the samples have not been used as a characterization method in this work, as they were only used to position the laser spot on the sample. For this positioning, a customized Köhler illumination combined with a CMOS camera module enables direct imaging of the samples surface. The beam splitters for the Köhler illumination and the CMOS camera are removed during the photoluminescence measurements. Emitted photons from the sample are collected in a back scattering geometry by the same microscopic Thorlabs lens as used for the excitation. The emitted light is guided via the remaining beam splitter to a focus lens in front of the monochromator. The photons are detected with a nitrogen cooled UV-enhanced Si-charge-coupled device (CCD) array.  



26  Experimental methods 

 Figure 3.1: Schematic sketch of the µ-PL set-up.  3.2 Time-resolved photoluminescence Time-resolved Photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements were performed to study the decay dynamics of the excitons in the NDs. As the decay time varies drastically for the different samples it was necessary to use two different set-ups: one for the ns and another for the µs range. The PL transients were corrected with the specific response characteristic of the respective set-up. 3.2.1 ns-range setup In the ns-range TRPL setup, the samples were mounted in the same setup as described in chapter 3.1. By flipping one mirror, it is possible to change the µ-PL setup (Figure 3.1) into the TRPL set-up (Figure 3.2). The TRPL setup is than coupled with a subtractive double monochromator (McPherson 2035) (each 0,35m long) containing a 300 nm blazed 2400 l/mm grating as a dispersing element. A time-correlated single 



Experimental methods  27 photon counting (TCSPC) technique (coupled with a TCSPC measurement card and a fast TCSPC photodiode module) is used in combination with a PMA hybrid photomultiplier detector records the PL transients with approximately 30 ps time resolution. Besides, the original laser pulse with a wavelength of 1032 nm is used as the start signal detected by a TCSPC diode for realization of the time resolved measurements.  

 Figure 3.2: Schematic sketch of the ns-range TRPL set-up.  3.2.2 µs-range setup A scheme of the µs-range TRPL set-up is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The measurements were performed with a 350 nm, pulsed dye laser (100 Hz, 20 ns pulse width) whereas the dye laser is pumped by a 308 nm (100 Hz) XeCL-Excimer laser. The emitted laser beam is guided through manual filter wheels, for varying the excitation power, a 



28  Experimental methods beam splitter, and mirrors to the specimen in a helium-flow microscopy cryostat (by Oxford). With an UV-enhanced lens in front of the cryostat, the laser beam is focused on the sample and the emitted photons from the sample are collected (back scattering geometry) towards an additive double monochromator. A small mirror (diameter of 5 mm) reflects the laser light on the sample and blocks its direct reflection towards the monochromator, which also blocks a particular percentage of photons generated in the sample. Two monochromators with focal lengths of 1 m and a holographic 1800 l/mm grating each are combined to one additive double monochromator dispersing the light coming from the sample. For recording the PL transients a multichannel plate detector combined with a photon counting technique was used. To generate a start signal, the laser beam is guided through a beam splitter to a TCSPC diode directly after the dye laser.  

 Figure 3.3: Schematic sketch of the µs-range TRPL set-up. 



IFGARD  29 4 IFGARD  Different approaches for reducing the built-in electric field in wurtzite crystals have been tested in the last decades [28]–[31], [63]. All of those already tested approaches suffer from different disadvantages concerning the crystal quality, inappropriate requirements on the growth procedure, or being cumbersome in the realization and those circumstances make these approaches unconvertible for a commercial use [33]–[37], [64]. In this thesis, a new method is presented, that solves these issues. A special design, the Internal field guarded active region design (IFGARD) for polar crystal materials, like wurtzite makes it possible to form any particular built-in potential landscape or to eliminate the built-in electric field in nanostructures without having any special requirements on the production, hence, it is suitable for the industrial use [38]–[40]. This design leads to an enhanced overlap of the electron and hole wave functions, which causes a boost in the exciton annihilation rates and a reduction in the electric dipole moment of excitonic complexes confined in IFGARD nanostructures. Besides, the reduction of the electric dipole moment implicates a decrease in the electrostatic coupling of close-by defects with fluctuating charge. Additionally, the reduction of the spatial separation of electrons and holes reduces the coupling to phonons, which is important for the room temperature operation of sensitive devices like, e.g., single- and entangled-photon sources. In the following chapter, the design is explained in detailed for a quantum dot (QD) and a quantum well (QW) based on the publication [40]. Due to the fact, that the samples, experimentally investigated in this thesis, exhibit a nanowire (NW) structure, chapter 5.2 describes the IFGARD structured NWs, experimentally investigated here.  4.1.1 Original IFGARD The IFGARD was invented by our group members G. Hönig, G. Callsen and A. Hoffmann [38]–[40] in 2015. They considered the design for QD and QW structures based on GaN embedded in AlN. This does not mean, that this concept is only suited for this material system; in fact, it is applicable for any polar material like ,e.g., ZnO/(Zn,Mg)O, [111]-(In,Ga)As/GaAs, and GaN/(Al,Ga)N as well as nanostructures 



30  IFGARD like QDs, QWs, nanowires, etc.. This chapter explains the underlying principle of the IFGARD exemplarily for GaN/AlN QDs and QWs.  4.1.1.1 IFGARD for Quantum dots Figure 4.1 demonstrates the IFGARD principle for a wurtzite GaN QD. The left side shows a conventional 2-nm-high GaN QD (dark gray) grown in c-direction, embedded in an AlN matrix (light gray). On the right hand side, the IFGARD is shown for the same QD. The specific design is characterized by an embedding of the conventional structure in so called GaN guard layers [40]. For this design, no particular requirement for the growth procedure is needed and it is possible to resort to well-established growth methods for GaN and AlN. This gives the advantage to have no additional costs for the implementation of the IFGARD for devices, besides the absence of a degraded crystal quality. Keeping the most-natural crystal growth is a big advantage of the IFGARD over any other alternative approaches [28]–[31] to reduce the internal polarization fields in semiconductor heterostructures. Nevertheless, IFGARD is not intuitive as the additional GaN guard layer reabsorbs a particular percentage of the photons generated in the QD. But as discussed by Hönig et al. [40] and demonstrated by the experimental results of this thesis, the overall gain based on the elimination of the polarization field in, e.g., the QD with the resulting boost of the exciton recombination probability [Figure 4.1 f)] overcompensates the reabsorption losses by the guard layers, if the thickness of the guard layer in the emission direction is below the emitted wavelength—in the investigated samples it was approximately 1/10th of the wavelength. It was numerically demonstrated that this IFGARD can lead to a homogeneous piezo- and pyroelectric polarization potential inside a quantum structure, which is illustrated in the color plot Figure 4.1 e) [compare the color plot of the conventional QD Figure 4.1 b)]. This goes along with flat conduction- and valance-band edges in the QD structure [Figure 4.1 c)]. The suppression of the electric field in the QD results in a higher spatial overlap of the electron-hole wave function, which induces a drastic rise of the exciton recombination probability [Figure 4.1 c)]. As calculated in Ref. [40], this raised exciton recombination probability implicates a gain in the emitted single photons by approximately 2 orders of magnitude due to an oscillator strength increment factor of 100. Note that the emission energy of the 



IFGARD  31 IFGARD QD is 4.2 eV, which is 700 meV higher than the emission energy of the QCSE-red-shifted emission energy of the conventional QD (3.5 eV). 

 Figure 4.1: Left side: Conventional GaN/AlN QD structure grown along the most natural growth direction [0001]. 2D scan of the layer sequence a), a contour plot showing the sum of the piezo- and pyroelectric potential revealing a gradient illustrated by the color change from yellow to black inside the QD b), and a band edge scan through the QD center with the typical tilt c). The overlap of the electron (blue) and hole (red) wave functions as a measure of the transition probability in the QD is green. The potential gradient inside the QD b) is responsible for the charge carrier separation c) resulting in a reduced transition probability for conventional QDs. Right side: IFGARD GaN/AlN QD structure grown along the most natural growth direction [0001]. 2D scan of the layer sequence d), a contour plot showing the sum of the piezo- and pyroelectric potential exhibiting a constant electric potential illustrated by the homogeneous purple color inside the IFGARD QD e), and a band edge scan through the IFGARD QD center with the flat band edges f) resulting in an immense increase of the transition probability due to the increased overlap (green) of the electron (blue) and hole (red) wave-function [45]. 



32  IFGARD Delineated in Figure 4.1 a) are the different dimensions of the top barrier t (red), QD height h (green), and the bottom barrier b (blue). This labeling is important for understanding Figure 4.2, which shows another parameter that is important to take into account for tuning the electric field inside an IFGARD QD: the AlN barrier thickness. Hönig et al. performed a numeric study on the dependence of the electric potential inside a 3-nm-high IFGARD QD on the AlN barrier thickness (0.5 nm up to 2.5 nm), presented in Figure 4.2. The AlN barrier thickness first was varied symmetrically (t=b) and second asymmetrically (t≠b). As apparent in Figure 4.2, the minimum absolute potential drop of -5 mV arises from an asymmetric barrier 
thi k ess of .   a o e a d   e eath the QD o  i e e sa alled sta k 

i e sio , g ee  a d la k u es). Whether the thicker barrier or thinner barrier is beneath the QD influences the absolute potential value but not the potential drop inside the QD. The bowing in the electric potential becomes dominant when achieving flat-band conditions. Its origin is the strain field within the QD, which causes this piezoelectric potential gradient.  For the symmetric barrier thickness variation, 2 nm to 1.5 nm barrier thicknesses exhibit the smallest potential drop. In comparison to the conventional case (orange dashed line in Figure 4.2) with a potential drop of -2112 mV, the IFGARD QD with the optimal asymmetric barrier thicknesses shows an oscillator strength that is 100 times larger. Remarkably, passing over from thicker to thinner symmetric AlN barrier thicknesses changes the electric potential gradient from negative to positive values. The achievable positive as well as negative potential drops inside the QD could be used for flat band conditions under adequate operation voltages in electrical driven devices.   Furthermore, the IFGARD narrows the ensemble luminescence peak of nanostructures by several aspects. First of all, without the QCSE, the luminescence energy of nanostructures is less affected by monolayer fluctuations of the nanostructure thickness, which is shown for the investigated NDs in chapter 6.1. Second, if, e.g., a QD is occupied by more than one exciton, multiexcitons are formed, which recombine with a different emission energy compared to single exciton recombination in a QD. This can result in an emission broadening of strongly pumped 



IFGARD  33 QD ensemble peaks. Such a high carrier injection is typically used for screening of the built-in electric field, gaining higher photon emission rates, which becomes obsolete by the IFGARD. Third, the emission energy is pump power dependent, due to the screened QCSE, which is also not the case with the IFGARD. Finally, without such strong electric dipole moments of the excitonic complexes, an electrostatic coupling to charged defects in the vicinity of the nanostructures or coupling to phonons (described by the Huang-Rhys factor) becomes minimized too. In sum, the recombination rate gets drastically enhanced, ensemble luminescence energetically narrows, and the photon emission becomes less temperature sensitive. IFGARD devices are, therefore expected to become faster in their response to modulated pump sources and the quantum efficiency rises as parasitic decay channels become less efficient.     

 Figure 4.2: The sum of the piezo- and pyroelectric potential across an IFGARD QD for different layer dimensions in comparison to the conventional case without IFGARD (dashed line). The height of the GaN QD is kept constant at 3 nm, the AlN barrier thickness was varied 
s et i all  ed = lue u e  a d as et i all  i ludi g a sta k i e sio  [45].   



34  IFGARD 4.1.1.2 IFGARD for Quantum wells     The IFGARD can also be applied to QWs as depicted in Figure 4.3. In Figure 4.3 a 2-nm-thick IFGARD QW structure embedded in 1-nm-thick AlN barriers, again with the preferred [0001] stack direction is sketched. The interface charges are represented by algebraic + (red) and - (black) signs. As sketched in Figure 4.3, the IFGARD QW is comparable with a stack of infinite open-circuit plate-type capacitators. 

 Figure 4.3: Comparison of an IFGARD QW with an electronic analogon – stacked, plate-type capacitors with distances t, h and b, and the permittivity ɛ. The distances between the capacitor plates are equivalent to the top barrier of 1 nm, the QW thickness of 2 nm and the bottom barrier of 1 nm. The interface charges, resulting from the polarization, are marked with positive (+, red) and negative (-, black) mathematic signs. Green arrows represent the corresponding electric fields inside the capacitor plates, showing a field annihilation within the inner plates (QW). Each charged capacitor plate represents a space charge density at the interfaces GaN-AlN and AlN-GaN due to the spontaneous and piezoelectric crystal polarization. The capacitor plate distances match the thickness of the barriers or the QW and the green arrows depict the electric field in the inner and outer capacitors. The opposite directed electric fields in the inner capacitor annihilate each other as they do in the GaN QW. However, the electric field strength E within an laterally infinite capacitor  
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= 𝑄𝜀 𝜀𝑟𝐴 =: 𝜎𝐴 𝜀 𝜀𝑟 , with the electrical charge , the vacuum permittivity , the relative permittivity , the area 𝐴 of the capacitor plate, and 𝜎𝐴 defined as the plate/space charge density, is independent of the distance between the capacitor plates. That means, neither the GaN QW nor the AlN barrier thickness have an influence on the electric field inside an infinite QW, as the sum of the electric field strengths (green arrows in Figure 4.3) in the QW remains zero. The same is true for the electric field in the AlN barriers, the non-zero electric field does not change for varying barrier thicknesses. It is important to note, that the independence of the layer dimension is contrary to the case of QDs. In a QD it is possible to tune the electric field across the QD, as the QD profile has a 

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the IFGARD stack sequence a) in comparison to the conduction- and valence band edges b). In the IFGARD sequence a), grown along the most natural c- axis, the interface charges caused by the crystal polarization are marked with positive (+, red) and negative (-, black) signs. 



36  IFGARD trapeze shape. The less-polar side facets provoke different amounts of space charges at the top and bottom of the QD interface. This tuna ilit  i  o -i fi ite  quantum structures becomes important in chapter 5, where the specific shape of the investigated IFGARD samples is crucial. Figure 4.4 compares the band edge characeristics of a 2-nm-thick IFGARD QW with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers (black) to a conventional 2-nm-thick QW (red). The IFGARD QW shows a constant electric potential (zero field strength) inside the QW and a non-zero, constant electric field strength within each barrier. The electric field inside the AlN barriers is equal due to identic space charge densities at the interfaces between the QW and barrier material on either of both sides. The constant non-zero electric field in the AlN barriers leads to a net potential offset on both boundaries of the calculated area. (Von Neumann boundary conditions are used in the simulation to mimic a much larger simulation area circumventing artificially induced band edge tilts due to Dirichlet boundary conditions in such small calculation areas.) As found for the QDs in chapter 4.1.1.1, the conventional QW (red) exhibits a huge built-in electric field. Even the use of stacked IFGARD QWs (one fundamental stack consists of one barrier with one QW) is feasible without changing the flat band edge profile in each QW. Possible IFGARD stacks are illustrated in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 a) shows an exemplary IFGARD stack with three 1-nm-thick QWs and a constant barrier thickness of 0.5 nm. By altering the barrier thickness [Figure 4.5 b) - d)], the height of each energy step to the next QW is affected. Furthermore, by variation of the Al(x)Ga(x-1)N compositions, the band edge bending can be tuned [Figure 4.5 d)]. This becomes relevant if a pre-tilt of the band structure is desired, that will be compensated by an applied voltage. A positive or negative pre-tilt of the band structure is possible by the choice of the Al(x)Ga(x-1)N composition. 
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   Figure 4.5: Applicability of the IFGARD for multiple QWs with fixed or variable QW composition showing the universal validity of the IFGARD and the possibility to create potential landscapes by composition variation d).   



38  Samples 5 Samples This chapter describes the experimentally investigated GaN/AlN nanodiscs (NDs) in GaN nanowires (NWs) samples. First, information about the growth procedures are given and the nominal layer thicknesses within the analyzed sample series are introduced. Second, the morphology of the IFGARD structured NWs is characterized by carried out scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies. Here, the SEM images account for rough information regarding the length, diameter and crystal structure.   5.1 GaN/AlN-IFGARD nanodiscs [45] The investigated GaN nanowires are grown by plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy (Tsubstrate= 750°C, TGa= 916°C, TAl= 1069°C) on Si (111) substrates [21], [31], [65]. Plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE) features a self-assembled growth of GaN NWs on Si(111) without needing a catalyst material [66]–[69]. The advantage of self-assembled NWs over growth techniques with a catalyst material as, e.g., Ni in vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) [70], is the higher structural quality [71]. By utilizing c-plane growth, the side-facets of the grown NWs are formed by non-polar crystal planes [72], [73]. Table 5.1 lists all investigated samples, with their individual sample number, incorporated AlN barrier thickness, and GaN ND thickness. Anticipating the findings in regard to the built-in field strengths in the samples, those are divided into 
a a ie  se ies , representing the so alled QCSE egi e , a d a ND se ies , representing the so alled o fi e e t egi e . These regime names correspond to the remaining electric field or the total elimination of the electric field inside the NDs. In the latter case, without built-in fields, the electronic sample properties are purely affected by the confinement of the charge carriers. A more detailed explanation of the design and morphology is given in the following chapter 5.2.    



Samples  39 Table 5.1: List of samples with the sample description, the sample number and the corresponding barrier (t = b) and QW thicknesses.  
sa ple 

des iptio  
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thi k ess-AlN  h, QW-
thi k ess-
GaN  

a ie  se ies N    
QCSE egi e N     N     N    

QW se ies N B    confinement N A    regime N A      5.2 Morphology of the NW samples [45] First, the morphology of the GaN NWs is investigated by SEM measurements1. Figure 5.1 shows: schematic sketches of the NWs including NDs with the IFGARD a) & c), the corresponding calculated band structure b), and exemplary SEM images d) to k) for all samples of the QCSE regime. The nanowires grow along the polar [000-1] axis of their wurtzite crystal structure. The center of the nanowires consists of 40x-stacks of GaN NDs exhibiting the IFGARD, with each ND being embedded in AlN barriers. The first GaN guard layer (which is equal to the GaN NW base) has a thickness of 650 nm. The nanowire ends on a 20 nm GaN Guard layer to realize the IFGARD. It is most important to understand that the fundamental stack element consists of one AlN barrier followed by one GaN ND [40] being repeated 40-times to enhance the optical signal and hence to clearly separate the ND luminescence from the luminescence of the two GaN guard layers encapsulating the ND stack on both ends.  By analyzing SEM images exemplarily shown in Figure 5.1 d) to k) for the samples within the QCSE regime, the NWs are found to exhibit diameters between 60 to100 nm and a total length of up to 1 µm (see summarizing Table 5.2). Furthermore, a continuous increase of the average NW diameter from 61 nm to 94 nm for thicker AlN barriers (see Table 5.2) is visible.  
                                                           1 The SEM investigation had been performed by Dr. Jörg Schörmann and Dr. Jörg Teubert in the Justus-Liebig Universität Giessen. 



40  Samples 

 Figure 5.1: Schematic sketches of the NWs with AlN barrier thicknesses of 1 nm a) and 4 nm c), each with 4-nm-thick GaN NDs. Arithmetic signs (red +, blue -) mark the positions of interface space charges. b) shows the respective band structure for 1-nm-thick barriers illustrating the flat conduction and valance band edges (black) in comparison to a conventional structure without guard layers (red), which exhibits band banding due to the QCSE (calculated with the NextNano software) [45]. d) to k) show SEM images of samples with AlN barrier thicknesses of 6 nm [d), e)], 4 nm [f), g)], 2 nm [h), i)] and 1 nm [j), k)] each with a ND thickness of 4 nm. The SEM images illustrate the changing cone-shape angle 
α a d the oales e e of so e NWs. 

a) b) c) 
d) 6 nm AlN e) 
f) 4 nm AlN  g) 
h) 2 nm AlN  i) 

k) j) 1 nm AlN  



Samples  41 The top view SEM images [Figure 5.1 d), f), h), and j)] reveal the typical hexagonal shape of wurtzite crystal based nanostructures. Noticeable, for the smallest barrier thickness of 1-nm AlN most of the NWs are coalesced [Figure 5.1 d), f), h) and j)]. This fusion of NWs leads to a higher possibility of structural defects in the affected region [74].  Due to the lateral growth of the AlN barriers, the nanowires exhibit a cone-shaped structure [Figure 5.1 c)] [75], [76]. Considering the conservation of a constant interface-charge density, the particular cone-shape leads to different net interface charges [red +, blue - in Figure 5.1 c)] at either side of each AlN barrier; because the top interface to the GaN is larger than the interface to the GaN below each AlN barrier. This total interface-charge discrepancy is the perfect feature to proof the influence of the IFGARD on the electric field within the NDs, as in this case the flatness of the band-edge [Figure 5.1 b)] depends on the barrier thickness - similar to what Hönig et al. discussed in Ref. [40] for IFGARD-based quantum dots. Hence, it becomes possible to control the built-in electric field in the NDs by adjusting the AlN barrier thickness and thus the net interface charges. Furthermore, thicker AlN barriers lead to a pronounced cone-shape of the whole nanowire further enhancing the built-in 
ele t i  field st e gths. The a gle α of the o e-shaped nanowire in Figure 5.1 c) gets smaller with reduced AlN barrier thickness until the cone-shape turns into a straight shape [compare Figure 5.1 e), g), i), c) with k) and a)]. Consequently, we produced two samples series, a barrier series, where the AlN barrier thickness varies between 6 nm and 1 nm with a constant GaN ND thickness of 4 nm and a ND series with a constant AlN barrier thickness of 1 nm and varied GaN ND thicknesses of 3, 2, and 1 nm. As a ND thickness of 4 nm is very large if compared to the exciton-Bohr radius (effective Bohr-radius 𝑎∗ = ∗ ɛ 𝑎  [4], [77]–[81]), without built-in electric fields an emission energy close to the GaN band gap of approximately 3.5 eV is expected. Hence, for the barrier series (QCSE regime samples) with emission energies smaller than 3.5 eV a shift towards higher emission energies (limited by 3.5 eV) for decreased AlN barrier thicknesses is expected. Starting with the thinnest, 1-nm-thick AlN barriers with minimized built-in fields in the NDs, the emission energy can be tuned to higher energies by means of the confinement effect when smaller ND thicknesses are used. Hence, the samples of this 



42  Samples series are called confinement regime samples. By utilizing these two series, it will be possible to separately investigate the influences of the QCSE and the confinement effect.  An obvious difference in the investigated samples to the IFGARD explained in chapter 4 is, that the Si (111) substrate of the investigated samples does not exhibit the same material as the NDs (GaN) and, therefore, does not represent an extension of the bottom guard layer. In general, IFGARD nanostructures should exhibit the same substrate material as used for the active region (here, GaN NDs), which has to be used for the guard layers too in order to avoid a negative influence of interface charges at the guard layer interface to the substrate. Nevertheless, the space charges at the bottom of the NWs (at the (111) Si to (0001) GaN interface) do not affect the built-in fields in the NDs, which is caused by the small lateral dimension of the NW pedestal: The Interface charges at the 40 nm measuring Si substrate to GaN NW pedestal interface can be considered as a point charge due to the large distance of 650 nm to the ND stack (thickness of the GaN bottom guard layer). The resulting net pedestal charge causes a field strength that diminishes over the 650 nm distance to the IFGARD-ND stack by r-3 and has therefore only a negligible influence on the entire ND luminescence. This point-charge approximation would not be valid for IFGARD QWs, where the distance to the wafer interface would be small if compared to the wafer diameter. Hence, in such QW samples the bottom hetero-interface should be avoided, e.g., by homo-epitaxial growth or a subsequent laser lift-off process [82], seeking to reestablish the fundamental symmetry of the IFGARD approach. Table 5.2: NW diameter and length scales for different AlN thicknesses and a constant GaN ND thickness of 4 nm. AlN  barrier thickness GaN NW diameter in nm smallest NW diameter in nm Biggest NW diameter in nm NW length in nm (nominal) 1 nm 61 40 81 871 2 nm 73 53 101 912 4 nm 88 67 118 994 6 nm 94 73 118 1076   



Analysis and discussion  43 6 Analysis and discussion In this chapter, a detailed analysis and discussion of the experimental results provide the evidence of the successful implementation of the IFGARD. Therefore, micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) and time-resolved micro photoluminescence (TRPL) techniques were used, which were explained in chapter 3. This chapter 6 is split into three parts presenting the µ-PL, the TRPL data and a comparison of these data with the literature.  The different µ-PL spe t a a e dis ussed i  te s of the i flue e of the sa ples  built-in electric fields, monolayer (ML), and alloy fluctuations, surface states, and ND states. Therefore, power and temperature dependent µ-PL measurements as well as scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) had been performed. The STEM results provide with their monolayer (ML) resolution a detailed insight into diameter variations of the NWs along the c-axis, into variations of the nanodisc thickness, and the AlN barriers, besides information regarding the interface between NDs and barriers. The TRPL measurements show multi-exponential decay processes (see chapter 6.2). To classify the different recombination pathways in the IFGARD NWs, power and temperature dependent TRPL measurement as well as TRPL measurements as a function of the emitted energy are analyzed. Finally, a comparison of the presented results with the literature will be given to demonstrate that the IFGARD shows emission energies like non-polar QWs. Such an elimination of the built-in electric field has never been shown before within nanostructure samples with a maintained wurtzite c-plane layered growth.   6.1 Micro-photoluminescence [45] Figure 6.1 exhibits an overview of micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) spectra for all samples recorded at an excitation power of 15 µW. The spectra are not normalized, hence, their absolute intensities can be quantitatively compared to each other. Please note that the excitation power of 15 µW does not represent the lowest used excitation power of 0.035 µW causing an already blue-shifted photoluminescence-peak position due to a partial QCSE screening by the excited charge carriers [83]–[85] 



44  Analysis and discussion (compare the green marked data in Figure 6.14). 15 µW excitation-power spectra are chosen for this plot as they represent a trade-off between energetically well separated luminescence maxima for all samples with enough intensity to be plotted on a linear scale.  

 Figure 6.1: Comparison of µ-PL spectra for all investigated samples at 15 µW excitation power. In all samples, the dominant GaN ND luminescence is accompanied by the GaN-guard-layer luminescence (marked by the dashed, blue line), which divides the samples series into the so called QCSE regime and the confinement regime. It is important to note that a 4-nm-thick GaN ND is not able to significantly quantum-confine excitons by its dimensions in absence of the QCSE [4], [77]–[79]. Therefore, all IFGARD samples with a ND thickness of 4 nm would (without the cone-shape of the embedding NWs) emit at a luminescence energy close to the free-exciton-emission energy of bulk GaN (3.48 eV [86], [87]). This free exciton emission energy is marked by the luminescence of the bulk-like GaN guard layers in all recorded spectra (blue, dashed line) and represents the transition between the QCSE and the confinement regime. In Figure 6.1, the emission peak energy of the GaN-NDs in the QCSE regime (nominal GaN-ND thickness is constant at 4 nm with varied AlN-barrier thickness: 6 nm, 4 nm, 



Analysis and discussion  45 2 nm and 1 nm) shifts from 2.76 eV to 3.34 eV (for an excitation power of 15 µW) for decreased barrier thicknesses. Additionally, a drastic increase of the absolute intensity is observable with decreasing barrier thicknesses. Both, the emission energy shift as well as the intensity enhancement are caused by the reduction of the QCSE within the NDs. This gets confirmed by the decreased charge carrier screening of the built-in fields visible in the power dependent µ-PL measurements (chapter 6.1.3) and the drastically reduced recombination time in the TRPL measurements (chapter 6.2) with decreasing AlN barrier thicknesses.   Within the QCSE regime, the built-in electric field strength is a consequence of two effects: first, the unequally sized AlN-GaN interfaces due to the cone-shape of the NWs on either side of each AlN barrier lead to a non-zero net-polarization field inside the NDs, similar to the IFGARD quantum dot case theoretically described by Hönig et al. [40] as the total number of space charges on both interfaces differ from each other. Second, the pronounced cone-shape a gle α o pa e Figure 2.1) in the samples with thicker AlN barriers causes more unequal AlN-GaN interfaces further strengthening the net-polarization as explained in the first case. Hence, the whole QCSE regime features a strong dependence of the ND luminescence energy on the AlN barrier thickness in Figure 6.1 and strong screening effects by enhanced excitation powers, Figure 6.14. Besides the aforementioned influence of the decreasing QCSE on the spectra in Figure 6.1, an increased overlap between the electron and hole occupation probability density is obtained, leading to an enhanced exciton-decay rate (chapter 6.2). In turn, this leads to a strong increase in absolute intensity for the samples with decreased AlN-barrier widths in the QCSE regime. Additionally, the decreased electric dipole moment of the exciton couples less efficiently to defect charge fluctuations in the ND vicinity as well as phonons, which is one mechanism that reduces the FWHM (770 meV for 6nm barrier widths compared to 83 meV for 1nm barrier widths) for the emission peaks of the samples related to the QCSE regime [18]. Another effect that causes the huge FWHM of 770 meV for the 6-nm-thick AlN barriers originates from a ND thickness variation from 3 nm up to 5 nm along the NW (see chapter 6.1.2.1).  



46  Analysis and discussion Furthermore, the 1-nm-thick AlN barriers and 4-nm-thick GaN NDs exhibit multiple LO-phonon replicas (Figure 6.2, ELO = 94 meV) whereas all samples within the confinement regime do not show any phonon replicas. In Figure 6.2 three LO phonon replicas with an energy of 94 meV as it is typical for GaN [88] are visible. While the visibility of multiple LO-phonon replicas implicates a large Huang-Rhys-factor and confirms the existence of built-in excitonic electric dipole moments [88] within the QCSE-regime NDs, their non-visibility for the confinement-regime NDs indicates the absence of a built-in excitonic electric dipole moment.       

 Figure 6.2: Multiple phonon replicas are visible for the 1-nm-thick AlN barriers sample within the QCSE regime only. The existence of multiple LO-phonon replicas indicates built-in excitonic electric dipole moments in the QCSE regime samples.   In Figure 6.1, the confinement regime samples show no indication of built-in fields and the overall emission blue shift from 3.60 eV to 4.04 eV for thinner NDs (thickness goes down from 4 nm to 1 nm) is solely caused by the quantum confinement without being affected by a counteracting QCSE red shift. This fact is demonstrated by the results of the power-dependent µ-PL measurements analyzed in chapter 6.1.3. Here, a screening of the internal electric field by excited charge carriers at high excitation powers becomes visible for the QCSE regime, but not for the confinement regime. 



Analysis and discussion  47 Nevertheless, the confinement regime samples are affected by a localized states filling effect resulting in an energy shift of up to 11 meV at high excitation power (see chapter 6.1.3). The findings for the confinement regime samples are similar to what was observed at non-polar GaN/AlN QWs, [29], [89]–[91] which, nevertheless, exhibit lower emission energies than the investigated IFGARD NDs. When the thickness of the NDs in the confinement regime is decreased, the emission energy even exceeds 4 eV for moderately thin (1 nm) NDs due to the strong confinement in absence of the QCSE. However, the simultaneous reduction of the absolute intensity (for a constant pump power) can be straightforwardly understood: As the number of NDs (40) is conserved, the total photon- absorbing volume reduces together with the ND thickness. At the same time, the FWHM of the NDs  luminescence peaks within the confinement regime rises from 83 meV to 330 meV. 

Figure 6.3: Comparison between numeric (black with IFGARD, red without IFGARD) and experimental data (green) illustrating the ND emission energies dependence on the ND 
thi k ess. Note, that the u e i  IFGARD  data was al ulated fo  i fi ite ua tu  wells, hence, the built-in field strength was perfectly shielded (zero field strength). Whereas the calculated values for structures without IFGARD show an approximately linear trend crossing the GaN guard layer luminescence at 3.47 eV, the predicted IFGARD ND emission energies converge against the GaN guard layer luminescence. The Theoretical predictions for the IFAGRD are in perfect accordance to the experimental data recorded for the samples within the confinement regime–hence, these samples are without any built-in electric field. 



48  Analysis and discussion This can be understood considering the quantitative STEM analysis (chapter 6.1.2.1) showing random ND-thickness fluctuations of ±  monolayer (ML) that have the strongest impact on the confinement energy of the excitons within the thinnest NDs (chapter 6.1.2.2.1 Figure 6.9) [92]. Figure 6.3 illustrates exciton emission energies in regard to the thickness of simulated IFGARD quantum wells (black dots) and conventional GaN quantum wells without the IFGARD layer sequence (red dots)2 in an infinite AlN matrix. The experimentally determined emission energies of the samples with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers are included as green triangles. The varying sizes of the red and black dots are proportional to the electron-hole wave function overlap in % (the absolute values in % are given at the top horizontal scaling in black and red, respectively). While the no IFGARD  data points follow an approximately linear decrease of the emission energy from 4.76 eV down to 2.52 eV with increasing QW thickness due to the QCSE, the IFGARD data points follow an approximately exponential trend from 4.67 eV down to 3.63 eV converging against the GaN guard layer luminescence energy of 3.47 eV (blue, dashed line) due to the pure quantum-confinement reduction. The QCSE-emission-energy redshift by 2.24 eV for the no IFGARD  structures is accompanied by a decrease of the electron-hole wave function overlap from 75 % down to 1 %., which is approximately equivalent to a proportional decrease of the oscillator strength resulting in drastically reduced exciton recombination probabilities and large decay times in thicker conventional QWs/NDs. Remarkably, in comparison, the investigated IFGARD ND samples are expected to exhibit an insignificant increase of the overlap from 91 % up to 93 % besides their reduced redshift.   A perfect qualitative as well as quantitative agreement of the experimentally recorded emission energies of the confinement regime samples (green in Figure 6.3) with the numeric IFGARD data (black dots, with perfectly shielded built-in field strengths of zero) proves the pure influence of the confinement on the charge carriers in these samples without any QCSE. The samples within the confinement regime follow accurately the predicted emission energy shift in regard to the variation of the ND thicknesses. As the calculated electron-hole overlap for the three                                                            2 The numeric data in Figure 6.3 were calculated based on 8-band kp theory from Steffen Westerkamp, member of the working group of Prof. A. Hoffman in the Technischen Universität Berlin. 



Analysis and discussion  49 samples changes by approximately 2 % only, the found constantly short exciton life-times (presented in chapter 6.2) for the confinement regime samples can be understood.  6.1.1 Estimation of the electric field strength [45] After having separated the QCSE from the confinement effect, the remaining internal electric field strength can be estimated for individual NDs of the QCSE regime simply by the energetic difference between the GaN-guard-layer-luminescence energy and the respective ND emission energy (Figure 6.4). This difference represents the energy of the electric dipole moment of one exciton in the built-in polarization field. As shown by Nakaoka et al. [93], the quadratic polarizability of the exciton is only of relevance for electric field strengths up to 100 kV/cm, causing energetic shifts of up to 3 meV. Therefore, we can safely neglect the polarizability of the ND exciton and roughly approximate it by a solid electric dipole moment. Here, we estimate the maximal possible dipole moment µ  by the thickness of the NDs times the elemental charge , being µ ≈  nm ∙  for the QCSE regime [94]. Hence, the energetic luminescence offset to the 3.47 eV of the bulk-like GaN guard layers 𝑎𝑁 − 𝑁 =µ  [95] has to be divided by µ  to give an easy approximation of the built-in field strength (Figure 6.4). This approximation should become more reliable for higher field strengths, as the true electric dipole moment of the exciton converges towards the approximated  nm ∙   with higher field strengths. Nevertheless, the estimated 2.61 MV/cm in the IFGARD QW with 6-nm-thick AlN barriers are still more than two-times smaller than the field strengths in comparably thick conventional GaN/AlN QWs [26], [96], [97]. Although, this discrepancy might lead to the assumption of smaller electric dipole moments, i.e., µ <  nm ∙   this would be unrealistically small for a 4-nm-thick ND, demonstrating the IFGARD effectively reducing the field strength in all samples.   
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 Figure 6.4: Approximation of the electric field strength for the QCSE regime samples showing the conduction and valance band edges for one ND in the z-direction with the ND thickness lND, the emission energy of the ND END, the energy of the GaN guard layer EGaN and the 
pote tial d op E, esides, the e uatio  fo  a ho oge eous ele t i  field i  a plate type capacitor. In Figure 6.4, the conduction and valance band edges for one ND together with the plate type capacitor approximation are sketched along the polar z-/growth-direction. In the picture, the ND thickness lND, the emission energy of the ND END, the energy of the GaN guard layer EGaN a d the pote tial d op E is sho . As the emission energy of the NDs within this approximation is directly proportional to the field strength, a clear tend – a decreasing electrical field for thinner AlN barriers – is derived as shown in Figure 6.5.  Figure 6.5 shows the increasing electric field strength from 0.38 MV/cm for the 1-nm-thick barriers up to 2.61 MV/cm for the 6-nm-thick barriers in the QCSE regime. Be aware, that due to the large thickness of the NDs, the excitons should not show a significant blue shift by quantum confinement and therefore should emit with an emission energy identic to the visible top GaN guard layer luminescence leading in this approximation to a field strength of zero.  
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 Figure 6.5: Estimated electric field strength vs. barrier thickness showing a decreasing electric field strength with a decreasing barrier thickness in the QCSE regime.   6.1.2 Influence on the changing full width at half maximum  This section discusses the origin of the FWHM dependence on emission energies in the spectra exhibited in Figure 6.1. Especially for the confinement regime samples, it needs to be discussed why the FWHM starts to increase again (chapter 6.1.2.2). The recorded spectra of the NW ensembles are a superposition of hundreds of stacked NDs each broadened by ND thickness fluctuations (ML fluctuations) [98]–[101]. Hence, STEM analyses were carried out to investigate this issue. 6.1.2.1 Scanning-transmission-electron microscopy [45] To investigate alloy fluctuations, monolayer fluctuations or the influence of structural defects in the 40 times stacked NDs, scanning-transmission-electron microscopy (STEM) measurements were carried out3. STEM-images were recorded with a high-angle annular dark field detector (HAADF) for the 6-nm-thick and 1-nm-thick AlN                                                            3 The experiment as well as the data representation were done by Dr. Tim Grieb in the University Bremen. 



52  Analysis and discussion barrier NWs, exemplarily. Therefore, the NWs were dispensed in isopropanol and transferred to a graphene TEM grid.  

 Figure 6.6: STEM image of three coalesced NWs with 6-nm-thick AlN barriers and 4-nm-thick GaN NDs (a). b) shows a comparison of NWs with 6-nm- and 1-nm-thick barriers with 4-nm-thick NDs each. Marked are the GaN guard layer, the GaN NDs (bright), the AlN barriers (dark), and the AlN shell.      Figure 6.6 (a) shows an example of three coalesced NWs with 6-nm-thick AlN barriers. Such coalesced NWs were already visible in the SEM top view images (see Figure 5.1d). Figure 6.6(b) directly compares a 6-nm-thick with a 1-nm-thick AlN barrier NW. The 40 NDs, the guard layers, the AlN barriers and the AlN shell are clearly resolved nicely showing the alternating, plain layers without structural defects. In contrast to the SEM images, here, a quantitative structure analysis is possible. For this purpose, the NDs in the two specific single NWs shown in Figure 6.6 were analyzed. (For the SEM analyses hundreds of NWs were measured to obtain an average diameter.) The STEM analyzed two NWs in Figure 6.6 exhibit different cone-shape angles. For the 6-nm-thick AlN barriers, the diameter increases from 38 nm at the bottom to 74 nm at the top of the NW. However, the 1-nm-thick AlN barrier NW shows a much smaller increase of the diameter from 28 to 36 nm. This is equivalent to the decrease of the cone-shape angle α for thinner barrier thicknesses as previously found by the SEM analyses (see Figure 5.1). Furthermore, the AlN shell [102] of the NWs with 6-nm-thick barriers features a thickness of 10.5 nm at the bottom and 1.3 nm at the top of 



Analysis and discussion  53 the NW. Figure 6.6 b) shows that the shell purely consists of AlN, as it was demonstrated by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) for similar samples grown by the same group [102] that produced the IFGARD samples investigated in this work. Figure 6.7 shows a detailed analysis of the thicknesses of barriers and NDs along the two NWs. For both barrier thicknesses, 6 nm and 1 nm, the ND thickness as well as the barrier thickness reduces towards the top of the NW. Such a thickness variation may occur from a change in the growth rate with time [98]. The thickness of the nominally 6-nm-thick AlN barriers decreases by approximately 4 nm much more than the thickness of the 1-nm-thick AlN barriers (<1 nm) (see Figure 6.7, red). The ND thickness variation is less affected than the AlN barrier thickness, showing only a slight total decrease of approximately 1 nm for the nominally 6-nm-thick barrier sample after 40 ND stacks and an almost constant ND thickness of 5 nm for the 1-nm-thick barriers, except for the first and last ND. Despite the deviation between the nominal and the real ND and barrier thicknesses, the nominal thicknesses are retained for the further description in this thesis.  

Figure 6.7: Systematically measure of the NDs thickness along one NW for the 6-nm and 1-nm-thick AlN barriers. 



54  Analysis and discussion Figure 6.8 shows a color-coded mapscan of the Al concentration [dark red for 100 % Al  pu e AlN , dark blue for -20 % Al , hile % Al ep ese ts pu e GaN] within a section of a NW with nominally 6-nm-thick AlN barriers. In growth direction, the AlN-GaN and the GaN-AlN interfaces exhibit different color gradients. The GaN-AlN interfaces (the upper parts of the blue regions) exhibit longer color gradients in comparison to the AlN-GaN interfaces (the bottom parts of the blue regions). However, the color gradients of the Al profile can be interpreted either as an interdiffusion of Al and Ga ions, a beam spread due to the high specimen thickness [102], an interface roughness, an electron beam that was not parallel to the interfaces caused by the cone-shape of the NWs, or an interface bowing near the lateral side-facets of the NWs with the AlN shell. Reference [102] investigated similar NW-ND structures and assigned such interface gradients to an alloy intermixing (GaN/Al0.5Ga0.5N), as the authors otherwise could not explain the deviation between their theoretically estimated electric field strengths for GaN/AlN NDs and the experimentally detected ND emission energies. In the here investigated samples, the Al profile is interpreted as a thickness fluctuation. This is supported by the perfect fit of the emission energies recorded for the confinement regime samples to the numeric simulations without electric field in Figure 6.3.  
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 Figure 6.8: Color coded Al concentration da k ed fo   % Al  ep ese ti g pu e AlN, da k 
lue fo  -20 % Al", while 0 % represents pure GaN) in a section of a NW with nominally 6-nm-thick AlN barriers.     6.1.2.2 Nanodisc thickness fluctuations The STEM analyses in chapter 6.1.2.1 showed an interface roughness of about 1 to 2 monolayers (ML). This roughness was attributed to ND thickness fluctuations in the order of 1 ML which is for 1 to 2 monolayers equivalent to alloy intermixing as only two neighboring metal ions have to switch their places in both cases. Additionally to the interface roughness, a constant ND thickness gradient along the stack of 40 NDs was determined especially for the sample with nominal barrier thicknesses of 6 nm. However, these two different types of thickness fluctuations will be called: the normal and the QD-like ML fluctuation. The normal ML fluctuation is caused by the ND thickness variation along the whole NW while the QD-like ML fluctuation is 
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56  Analysis and discussion associated with the rough interfaces between the GaN and AlN layers within a single ND.  6.1.2.2.1 Normal monolayer fluctuation In order to estimate the energetic impact of a ND thickness fluctuation of 1 to 2 MLs, numeric simulations of the emission energies of IFGARD QW structures are used and compared to experimental data recorded for the samples with nominally varied ND thicknesses from 4 down to 1 nm, see Figure 6.3. Table 6.1 lists the calculated emission energies. Here in this table, the numerically determined emission energy variation by the ML fluctuations is applied to the experimental data too. For the experimental data, the emission energies at 500 µW excitation power were used, as this reduces the effect of built-in fields in the 4 nm thick ND sample (compare chapter 6.1.3). Figure 6.9 illustrates the corresponding FWHM broadening that can be caused by these ML fluctuations. Due to the exponential raise of the confinement energy of confined charge carriers in smaller NDs, the FWHM broadening due to ML fluctuations is asymmetric, with a bigger broadening at the high energy side of the ensemble luminescence peaks. The exponential raise of the confinement energy with reduced ND thickness also causes a much larger influence of the ML fluctuation on thinner (2- or 1-nm-thick) NDs if compared to thicker (3- and 4-nm-thick) NDs.  Table 6.1: Energetic influence of 1 and 2 ML fluctuations on the ND luminescence estimated from numeric calculations (compare Figure 6.3) and applied to the experimental data. nominal GaN (1 nm AlN) 1 nm 4 ML 2 nm 8 ML 3 nm 12 ML 4 nm 16 ML numeric     E-2ML (eV) 4.667 3.820 3.625 3.547 E-1ML (eV) 4.323 3.745 3.600 3.536 E (eV) 4.089 3.695 3.579 3.525 E+1ML (eV) 3.929 3.660 3.562 3.517 E+2ML (eV) 3.820 3.637 3.547 3.509 experimental (at 500 µW exc.)     E-2ML (eV) 4.612 3.857 3.657 3.387 E-1ML (eV) 4.268 3.782 3.631 3.375 E (eV) 4.034 3.732 3.610 3.365 E+1ML (eV) 3.874 3.697 3.593 3.356 E+2ML (eV) 3.765 3.674 3.579 3.349  
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 Figure 6.9: Impact of 1 (gray) and 2 (yellow) ML fluctuations on the ND emission peak. The values for the ML fluctuations stem from the numeric calculations in Figure 6.3. However, the ML fluctuations cannot totally explain the remaining, comparably small FWHM of the 3- and 4-nm-thick NDs. For these NDs, the impacts of lateral nanowire surface states and QD-like ML fluctuations have to be considered. Especially surface states need to be taken into account as for NWs the surface-to-volume ratio is huge if compared to bulk material (see 6.1.2.3). Strain effects can be ruled out, as NWs benefit from a negligible residual strain contribution [103], [104] due to the small interface to the substrate and their extreme aspect ratio.  6.1.2.2.2 Quantum dot-like monolayer fluctuations Additionally to the normal ML fluctuations explained in section 6.1.2.2.1, a ND thickness fluctuation can also exhibit quantum dot (QD)-like properties. This QD-like behavior was first reported by Arita et al. [105] for thin, single GaN/AlGaN QWs grown by MOCVD on sapphire (0001) substrates. As the QD-like behavior resulted from thickness fluctuations of a QW, these QDs do not need low growth temperatures [105] like QDs produced by the Stranski Krastanov method. The 



58  Analysis and discussion differentiation between such QD-like ML fluctuations and the normal ML fluctuations will be revisit when interpreting the TRPL results. The emission energy of QD-like ML fluctuations strongly depends on the lateral and vertical dimensions of the ND thickness fluctuation changing the confinement of the electronic states. Therefore, the luminescence of the QD-like ML fluctuations is going to be spread over the ND luminescence. Nevertheless, in order to trap the charge carriers in the QD-like ML fluctuations, the charge carriers have to have a smaller energy within the QD-like ML fluctuations than within the ND and therefore, their luminescence must be concentrated on the low energy side of the emission peak. Hence, the maximum and the high energy side of the emission is dominated by the true ND emission, which (considering the large lateral dimension of the NWs) will exhibit quantum well like luminescence properties (see chapter 6.2).         6.1.2.3 Surface states Surface states originate from the interruption of the crystal lattice periodicity at the boundaries of the crystal. Therefore, they can occupy energetic levels within the band gap that are forbidden in the continuous crystal lattice. The excitons bound to those surface states lay energetically below the free excitons. In the investigated NDs, their energetic position depends on the positon of the surface state in the forbidden zone of GaN, which can also be interpreted as a binding energy, like for the case of donor or acceptor bound excitons. Surface states are typically found in NWs where they have a high impact on the emission peaks due to the comparably large surface-to-volume ratio. The intensity ratio of the surface bound excitons to the ND excitons depends on the diameter of the investigated NWs. With decreasing NW diameter, the intensity of the surface bound excitons increases relative to the ND excitons. Already Brandt et al. [103] found, that the broadening of the emission peak of an ensemble of NWs is related to the different surface bound excitons of each individual NW. 
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 Figure 6.10: Cross section through a NW illustrating the energy vs. radius of the NW. The valence and conduction band as well as the fermi energy, the surface and the sidewall of the NW is sketched. The crystal lattice symmetry break at the sidewall leads to surface states within the bandgap, highlighted in green. The electrons (blue) and holes (red) occupy either the ND conduction band and valance band states with the emission energy END or the electrons occupy the surface states within the bandgap (green) and recombine with a hole in the valance band with the emission energy ESX. Figure 6.10 sketches the energetic states that can be found along the radius of a ND. As illustrated, some surface states are located below the fermi energy and are occupied by electrons. Those occupied surface states induce a band edge bending to higher energies by the negative charges of the bound electrons. The band edge bending is similar to the situation at a Schottky barrier [106], [107] besides the absence of a metal causing the band bending within the semiconductor by its high work function.  By comparing the normalized low and high excitation power spectra of the confinement regime samples the saturating luminescence of the surface bound excitons and QD like states becomes distinguishable from the ND luminescence. This comparison is presented in Figure 6.11, where the saturating luminescence of those states is marked by blue hachures, being energetically positioned at the energetically lower flank of the peak as it was expected due to the band diagram in Figure 6.10. The compared spectra have been smoothed by a FFT-smoothing and normalized to 



60  Analysis and discussion the maximum peak value. At 3.47 eV the GaN guard layer luminescence is visible in all spectra.                          

  Figure 6.11: Comparison of the sample spectra at low (black) and high (red) excitation powers with normalized intensities. The dashed area decreases for high excitation powers relative to the high energy sides of the peaks. This can be explained by a saturated filling of the surface states and QD like states with excited charge carriers. The saturation of the low energy side of the ND luminescence for high carrier injection and therefore the smaller contribution of this low energy area to the peak at high excitation powers, mimics a slight blue-shift of the luminescence peak (as will be discussed for Figure 6.14) besides a decreasing FWHM of 0.04 eV, 0.035 eV, 0.01 eV for the samples with 3, 2, 1 nm ND thickness. The saturation effect is similar to a band filling effect in semiconductors for high excitation powers while the smaller FWHM reduction of only 0.01 eV for the thinnest 1-nm-thick NDs represents the 



Analysis and discussion  61 increasing domination of the normal thickness fluctuations for the overall peak broadening (see 6.9).  6.1.2.4 Spectral separation between the influence of monolayer fluctuations and surface states The recorded spectra of the NW ensembles are a superposition of hundreds of stacked NDs each broadened by ND thickness fluctuations (ML fluctuations) and surface states besides possibly involved, energetically higher excited states of the NDs also contributing to the total FWHM of each sample.  Figure 6.12 summarizes the different fractions contributing to the FWHM of the samples within the confinement regime. The figure illustrates the measured FWHM (black) and the calculated (red) broadening a normal ML fluctuation of 1 ML is expected to produce. The green squares represent the deviation between the experimental and the theoretical values showing the already discussed decreasing influence of normal ML fluctuations with increasing ND thickness. The negative value for the thinnest 1-nm-thick ND indicates, that the FWHM broadening for ND thicknesses up to around 1.5 nm can be fully explained by the dominating effect of the ND-thickness fluctuation called normal ML fluctuation. For thicker NDs, the contributions of surface states and QD-like ML fluctuations rise, quantified by the blue marked area.  
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 Figure 6.12: Influence of the different broadening mechanisms – normal ML fluctuation (gray), surface states and QD like ML fluctuation (blue) – on the FWHM. The black squares represent the measured FWHM and the red dots the calculated FWHM caused by 1 ML of normal ML fluctuation. The green squares mark the deviation between the experimental and calculated values representing the fraction of the broadening caused by QD-like fluctuations and surface states.   6.1.3 Power dependent photoluminescence [45] One powerful and at the same time uncomplicated method to investigate the electric field strengths built-into the NDs as a consequence of the QCSE, is to record the power dependence of the photoluminescence spectra as such built-in fields would be screened by higher numbers of charge carriers excited in the samples. Therefore, Figure 6.13 shows the power dependent PL spectra for all investigated samples. Besides the already discussed features, like the GaN guard layer peak and the GaN ND luminescence, an increase of the absolute as well as integrated intensities and for some of the spectra a shift to higher emission energies with higher excitation power is observable. For a better overview, the energetic shift of the peak maxima, the development of the FWHM, and the increase of the integrated intensity with the excitation powers are plotted in Figure 6.14, Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16, respectively. 
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 Figure 6.13: Power dependent µ-PL spectra for the QCSE (left column) and the confinement regime (right column) samples. 



64  Analysis and discussion Figure 6.14 reveals the influence of the excitation-pump power being varied more than 4 orders of magnitude from 0.035 µW up to 500 µW on the energetic position of the respective emission peak maximum of the ND luminescence stemming from the different samples. On the right, vertical axis (blue), the total emission-energy shift is noted. This total shift represents (for the samples of the QCSE regime) the achieved QCSE screening by the excited charge carriers. However, in the case of the samples within the confinement regime, this is only a virtual shift of the maxima caused by the shrinking of the FWHM due to saturation of the QD-like ML fluctuations and surface states at the low energy flank of the peaks. Gray hachures divide the IFGARD samples with negligible QCSE [with (virtual) total emission-energy shifts < 15 meV] from those sample curves still being affected by the QCSE into the confinement and QCSE regime, respectively. The QCSE regime lays energetically below the bulk-like GaN luminescence of the guard layers and the total emission-energy shift reduces with decreasing AlN-barrier widths from 904 meV down to 42 meV. In comparison, the samples within the confinement regime show a noticeably smaller total emission-energy shift between 14 meV and 11 meV, representing a purely virtual effect.  

Figure 6.14: ND emission peak positions are plotted for excitation powers between 0.035 µW and 500 µW. The total emission energy shift between the lowest (min) and highest (max) excitation power is given on the right, vertical axis (blue) representing the achieved polarization field screening by excited charge carriers for the samples within the QCSE regime only. 
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 Figure 6.15: FWHM vs. excitation power for the 6-nm and 1-nm-thick AlN barriers samples in the QCSE regime and the 1-nm-thick GaN ND sample in the confinement regime showing three different trends over excitation power. Interestingly, the FWHM dependence on the excitation powers, which is exemplarily shown for the 6 nm AlN with 4 nm GaN NDs, the 1 nm AlN with 4nm GaN NDs, and the 1 nm AlN with 1 nm GaN NDs samples in Figure 6.15 reveals very different dominant luminescence processes within the samples of the different regimes (QCSE vs. confinement). For the 6 nm AlN with 4 nm GaN NDs sample, the FWHM continuously narrows from 855 meV down to 524 meV, which is attributed to the free carrier screening of the built-in field with higher excitation powers. With reduced QCSE, thicker NDs emitting at the low energy side of the ensemble peak shift to higher emission energies, which leads to the reduction of the FWHM. The FWHM of the 1 nm AlN with 4nm GaN NDs sample, within the QCSE regime shows a different power dependence. First, the FWHM continuously decreases, before it starts raising 



66  Analysis and discussion again for excitation powers exceeding >61 µW. The first decrease of the FWHM is caused by screening of the built-in field combined with a filling of the surface states and QD-like ML fluctuations on the low energy side of the peak. After 61 µW, the localized states are completely filled. Consequently, the increase of the FWHM above 61 µW of excitation power can be interpreted as a band-filling effect of the ND states by excited charge carriers [119], [120] further increasing the FWHM until the maximum excitation power of 500 µW is reached. Such an asymmetric filling effect of the surface states and QD-like ML fluctuations on the low energy side of the peak can also mimic a shift to higher emission energies of the peak maximum, as it is found for the samples in the confinement regime. For the confinement regime, the FWHM power dependence of the 1 nm AlN with 1 nm GaN NDs sample is exemplarily shown in Figure 6.15. Here, a spread of values around an approximately constant FWHM is visible. Nevertheless, the linear fit shows a slight slope of 14 meV/mW, which indicates a peak broadening due to the band filling of the ND states.  

  Figure 6.16: Integrated intensity vs. excitation power for the QCSE and confinement regime. The linear dependency in this double logarithmic plot proves the dominance of radiative recombination processes in all of the samples.   



Analysis and discussion  67 In Figure 6.16 the integrated intensities of the ND luminescence in all samples is plotted vs. the excitation power. However, for the 3-nm-thick ND sample (confinement regime) and the 4-nm-thick ND sample with 1 nm AlN (QCSE regime) the ND luminescence can hardly be separated from the GaN guard layer luminescence for the integration. Hence, for consistency, the integrated intensity for the whole spectra for all samples is considered, which includes the GaN guard layer luminescence. Except for the sample with 1-nm-thick AlN, the samples within the QCSE regime exhibit an increasing integrated intensity with decreasing barrier thickness, as it would be expected due to the smaller built-in electric field strengths and therefore higher excitonic oscillator strengths. However, this 1-nm-thick barrier sample shows the highest absolute intensity (see Figure 6.1) in the QCSE regime. In the confinement regime, the integrated intensity drops with decreasing ND thickness as it is also observed for the absolute intensity (see Figure 6.1), which is justified by the decreasing excitation volume of the 40 NDs in each NW. By weighting the confinement regime samples with the thicknesses of their NDs, the samples exhibit identic integrated intensities, shown in Figure 6.17. Please note, that several months lay between the production of the two series of samples, hence, both series where not measured with identically adjusted measurement setups. Therefore, this weighting method does not perfectly fit to the sample with 4-nm-thick NDs too. In the raw data for the 2-nm and 3-nm-thick confinement regime samples, a deviation from the linear trend for the high excitation range (125-500 µW) was visible. This is a pure measurement artefact produced by the detecting CCD. At very short integration times (<0.1 s), the CCD exhibits in fact a longer effective integration time, which is not correctly displayed by the setup any more. This has been corrected during the normalization of the intensities in regard to the individual integration times of the recorded spectra.   
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 Figure 6.17: Integrated intensity vs. excitation power for the confinement regime samples. The integrated intensity is weighted by the ND thicknesses.   In Refs. [110], [111] the integrated intensity dependence on the excitation powers had been used to evaluate, weather radiative or non-radiative recombinations dominate the electron-hole annihilation process. For this purpose, the proportionality of the integrated intensity I to the injected carrier density J with a power index F can be used ~ . And under the assumption of a fixed spot size for the laser excitation, the injected carrier density J is directly proportional to the excitation power P~J, leading to: ~ . Hence, F depicts the nature of the involved recombination processes and enables a differentiation whether the recombination process is dominated by radiative recombinations for F=1 or non-radiative, Shockley–Read–Hall recombinations for F>1 [110], [111].   The index F was linearly fitted for all intensity trends in the double log plot of Figure 6.16. The determined values for the exponent F are listed in Table 6.2.      



Analysis and discussion  69 Table 6.2: F for all samples. thickness AlN (nm)-GaN (nm) F  1-1 1.022 ± 0.014 1-2 1.091 ± 0.008 1-3 1.091 ± 0.015 1-4 1.089 ± 0.012 2-4 1.035 ± 0.007 4-4 0.991 ± 0.004 6-4 1.016 ± 0.003  The values for F are almost equal 1. This result shows that the radiative recombination dominates at 7 K [110].   6.1.4 Temperature dependent photoluminescence Temperature dependent PL measurements were carried out to investigate the energy, intensity and FWHM as a function of temperature. Such investigations are suitable to identify the influence of localized states originating from excitons bound to ML fluctuations, surface states or defects. Whether such bound exciton states form non-radiative defect centers is indicated by the temperatures at which thermal quenching appears [112], [113].  Figure 6.18 illustrates the temperature dependent PL spectra from 5 K up to 300 K for all samples within the confinement regime. Although being placed below one of the GaN guard layers, the ND luminescence dominates the spectra in all samples up to room temperature. The GaN guard layer luminescence is only weakly visible except for the sample with 1-nm-thick NDs as the excitable ND volume is much smaller. Nevertheless, at room temperature all samples show a ND luminescence with the most pronounced for the sample with the thinnest 1-nm-thick NDs.   
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 Figure 6.18: Temperature dependent PL for the confinement regime samples and the 4-nm-thick GaN NDs sample with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers of the QCSE regime. Besides the GaN ND and GaN guard layer luminescence, an additionally peak at 3.2 eV in the 1-nm-thick NDs arises. The origin of this peak could not be finally clarified. In Ref. [65] such a luminescence was assigned to structural defects resulting from the fusion of some NWs and in Ref. [114] it was called a sub-bandgap emission without any further explanations. Noticeable is, that this pronounced luminescence is quite stable with temperature up to 180 K, which is untypical for a defect luminescence. Furthermore, this emission band was not visible in the previously shown power dependent measurements (see Figure 6.13), illustrating that this emission strongly depends on the excited position on the sample. As this luminescence does not appear in each spectrum, the origin is not discussed any further.  
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 Figure 6.19: Emission energy peak shift with temperature for the confinement regime samples and the 4-nm-thick GaN NDs with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers of the QCSE regime. Figure 6.19 exhibits the energy shift as a function of temperature for all confinement regime samples. For clarification, the energy shift values at 5 K had been set to 0. In this illustration, different behaviors of the emission energy-temperature trends become obvious. A more detailed presentation is given in Figure 6.20 with the energy vs. temperature accompanied by the FWHM. Furthermore, a fit in regard to the Varshni equation is shown and the characteristic temperature Tc is marked. The Varshni equation describes the energy shift with temperature and Tc the temperature at which the emitted energy follows its Varshni dependency. Hence, above the characteristic temperature Tc the carriers are delocalized [115]. Consequently, Tc can be used to estimate the overall localization depth by kB*Tc (kB is the Boltzmann constant). All relevant values, extracted from the fits within Figure 6.20, are listed in Table 6.3.  
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 Figure 6.20: Illustration of the emission energy vs. temperature (squares) accompanied by the FWHM (blue tube) and the Varshni shift fit (pink, dashed line) for the confinement regime samples and the 4-nm-thick GaN NDs with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers representative for the QCSE regime. Furthermore, the absolute offsets at the ordinate between the extended Varshni shift fits and the experimental values are depicted in red. The 4-nm-thick NDs sample is the o l  o e, sho i g a disti t s-shape  (decrease-increase-decrease of the emission energies with increasing temperatures [112], [113], [116]–[118]) in Figure 6.20. This s-shaped behavior is a specific characteristic of localized states [112], [113], [116]–[118] – here, surfaces states and QD-like ML fluctuations. The decrease in the emission energy of 1.5 meV in the temperature range between 5-35 K is caused by thermally excited excitons, which are than able to overcome small potential barriers and get trapped by nearby lower localized states. The further enhancement of the thermal excitation provokes an increase of the emission energy by 13 meV up to 140 K. This increase is due to the excitation of excitons from the lower localized states into the higher ND states. The afterwards decrease of about 29 meV up to 300 K is than induced by the temperature dependency of the bandgap [116] (Varshni shift). The samples within the confinement regime do not show such an s-shape (they don't show a decrease in the energy ones the temperature increases). They form a kind of plateau, which is most 



Analysis and discussion  73 pronounced for the 3-nm-thick NDs sample, gets smaller for the 2-nm-thick NDs and completely disappears for the 1-nm-thick NDs. Tc shifts to lower temperatures for smaller ND thicknesses, while the offsets at the ordinate to the fitted Varshni equation become smaller too. However, a differentiation between the localization depths of different types of localized states – surface states, defects, and QD-like ML fluctuations – is not possible. This approximation leads to localization depths of 12, 10, 10 and 4 meV for the investigated 4, 3, 2 and 1-nm thick NDs, respectively. Although localized states influence the optical properties, such small localization depths do not significantly affect the optical properties at room temperature. Additionally, the total energy shift with temperature gets seven times larger for the thinnest NDs (1 nm: 120 meV, 2 nm: 22 meV, 3 nm: 29 meV, 4 nm: 17 meV). This is associated with a decrease of the localization depth of localized states as the Varshni shift starts earlier, at lower temperatures [119].  The FWHM of each sample increases with temperature, except for the 1-nm-thick NDs exhibiting a slight decrease (30 meV). The changes in the FWHM for each sample are marked as a blue band around the emission peak energy values in Figure 6.20. For the 4-nm-thick NDs, the FWHM is relatively small starting with 93 meV expanding to 180 meV. The 3-nm-thick NDs show a FWHM change of 176 meV to 324 meV, whereas the FWHM of the 2-nm-thick NDs increases from 179 meV up to 234 meV, but the 1-nm-thick NDs have a comparably large FWHM of 334 meV at 5 K that decreases down to 305 meV. The comparatively large FWHM difference between 5 K and 300 K of 150 meV for the 3-nm-thick NDs compared to the small FWHM variations of 65 meV and 55 meV for the 4-nm- and 2-nm-thick NDs is an artefact due to the strong GaN guard layer luminescence being energetically close to the investigated ND luminescence (compare Figure 6.18) showing a different temperature behavior with a higher energy shift between 5 K and 300 K (29 meV for ND and approximately 86 meV for GaN). However, the 1-nm-thick-NDs sample is the only sample showing a decrease in the FWHM of 30 meV within the temperature range from 5 K to 300 K.   



74  Analysis and discussion Table 6.3: Different values obtained from the temperature dependent PL for all samples comprising 1nm-thick AlN barriers. GaN ND (nm) 4 3 2 1 TC (K) 140 110 110 50 difference between data and Varshni equation (meV) 21 20 10 14 total energy shift (5 K-300 K) (meV) 17 29 22 118 FWHM (5 K-300 K) (meV) 93-180 176-324 179-234 334-305  The observation of a pronounced s-shape as well as the increasing FWHM from low to high temperatures are characteristic for so called energetically deep fluctuations in the band structure potential landscape. Such potential fluctuations might be attributed to ND thickness fluctuations, alloy fluctuations and/or the presence of an electric field [113], [115]. Among the four samples, only the 1-nm-AlN-4-nm-GaN NDs are expected to comprise a residual electric field; for the confinement regime samples only ML fluctuations and surface states can cause potential fluctuations. Hence, the absence of an s-shaped emission peak shifting for the confinement regime samples indicates, that the s-shape dependency of the emission peak energies with raising temperatures is caused by built-in electric fields. Furthermore, the decrease of Tc down to 50 K for the 1-nm-thick NDs shows the strong decrease of the localization depth for thinner NDs.  6.1.4.1 Integrated intensity dependent on temperature The investigation of the integrated intensity as a function of temperature allows to analyze, whether the IFGARD samples within the confinement regime show a stability improved behavior at elevated temperatures compared to the samples containing a residual electric field within the QCSE regime. This would automatically mean, that the ideal IFGARD is also less affected by non-radiative recombination centers than conventional, polar quantum well structures.  Figure 6.21 illustrates the absolute integrated intensities over temperature for 4-, 3-, 2- and 1-nm-thick NDs with an AlN barrier thickness of 1 nm. Please note, that the 



Analysis and discussion  75 integrated intensity at low temperatures decreases with a decreasing ND thickness due to the decreasing excitation volume of the thinner NDs, as discussed in the context of Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.17, and, that these measurements had been performed (in contrast to the power dependent integrated intensity measurements) within one run, hence a ND thickness normalization of the graph with a logarithmic scaling is presented in Figure 6.21 b). 

 Figure 6.21: Integrated intensity as a function of temperature for all samples comprising 1-nm-thick AlN barriers. The decreased excitation volume of thinner NDs is accounted for in the right plot with a logarithmic intensity scaling. In Figure 6.21 left, for the 4-nm-thick NDs, the integrated intensity strictly decreases very fast with increasing temperatures. For the 3nm-thick NDs, the total reduction of the integrated intensity over temperature is less pronounced while, in the case of the 2-nm-thick NDs a plateau is formed up to the 10 K mark. However, the 1nm-thick NDs feature a completely different trend of their intensity with raised temperatures. The intensity increases up to a temperature of around 50 K before the intensity starts to decrease. In Figure 6.21 right, the normalization to the ND thickness (excited volume) illustrates the increased luminescence efficiency of the thinner NDs with raised temperatures. Another illustration of the integrated intensity as a function of temperature is given in Figure 6.22. Here, the intensity is normalized to the maximum for each sample in order to compare the relative intensity variations with raised temperature. The thinnest 1-nm-thick NDs feature a considerably improved intensity stability as, e.g., the green lines (marking a 50 % intensity drop) intersect the samples curve at 

a) b) 



76  Analysis and discussion approximately 168 K. In comparison, the QCSE regime sample (1 nm AlN-4 nm GaN, having an already strongly reduced electric field) exhibit the 50 % drop at 72 K only. The drastically improved temperature stability again demonstrates the absence of residual electric fields within the IFGARD samples in the confinement regime. Nevertheless, the thermal quenching of the integrated intensity is attributed to phonon-assisted non-radiative recombination centers with decreased influence on the 1-nm-thick ND IFGARD sample [120]. 

 Figure 6.22: Integrated Intensity normalized to the individual maximum values as a function of Temperature for all samples with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers. An intensity drop to 50 % is marked by the green line.   6.2 Time-resolved photoluminescence This chapter deals with the decay behavior of excitonic complexes in IFGARD NDs, which is investigated by means of time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) studies. First, temperature dependent TRPL measurements of the 1-nm-thick ND sample are discussed in chapter 6.2.1 in order to proof if even the exciton decay times are as well of high temperature stability like the integrated intensity in chapter 6.1.4. As this 



Analysis and discussion  77 investigation finds multiple time constants, the multiexponential decay transients are determined at energetic positions spread along ND luminescence peaks of several samples in the second chapter 6.2.2. Here, for the first time within III-Nitride QWs/NDs, a triexponential decay is found in the confinement regime samples, which is caused by the absence of built-in electric fields. An explanation of the found triexponential decay in the samples is suggested in chapter 6.2.3. The last chapter 6.2.4 directly compares the decay transients of all samples with each other.  6.2.1 Temperature dependent time-resolved photoluminescence Chapter 6.1.4 showed an improved temperature stability for the integrated intensity of the 1-nm-thick GaN NDs compared to the thicker 2-, 3- and 4-nm thick GaN NDs (Figure 6.22). This chapter (6.2.1) investigates whether this increased temperature stability mirrors a stable decay time over temperature for the 1-nm-thick GaN NDs. 
 

 Figure 6.23: Comparison between the decay transients taken at the maximum (blue), the low (red) and high (black) energy side of the 1-nm-thick NDs luminescence peak. While the low energy side follows a biexponential decay process (green fits), the high energy side needs to be described by a triexponential decay process (purple fit). 



78  Analysis and discussion Figure 6.23 compares the decay transients of the low energy flank (red), the maximum (blue) and the high energy flank (black) of the 1-nm-thi k NDs  luminescence peak. The high and low energy flank transients were recorded at the FWHM. While the transients at the low-energy side and at the maximum fit well to biexponential decays (green fits), the high-energy side reveals a triexponential decay (purple fit). The additional third decay component occurs above an emission energy of 4.1 eV as will be shown in chapter 6.2.2, Figure 6.26.  

 Figure 6.24: Decay times ꚍ1, ꚍ2, a d ꚍ3 as well as photon count fractions as a function of temperature for the 1-nm thick NDs with 1-nm thick AlN barriers at the low energy side (top), at the luminescence peak maximum (center), and at the high energy side (bottom). 



Analysis and discussion  79 Figure 6.24 illustrates the decay times at the low energy side of the luminescence peak, at the maximum, and at the high energy side recorded with a constant excitation power of 5 µW for a varying temperature between 5 K and 300 K. Except for the peak maximum, the data were recorded at the energetic positions of the FWHM. In Figure 6.24, different trends of the decay times are visible, whereas when considering the different fractions of the decay times (Figure 6.24 right), the mean tendency of the fraction trends does not change for the different energetic positions. For a direct comparison of each decay time depending on energetic position and temperature in the 1-nm AlN – 1-nm GaN ND sample, see Figure 6.25.   

 Figure 6.25: Direct comparison of the decay times ꚍ1, ꚍ2, a d ꚍ3 as a function of temperature depending on the different 1-nm-thick ND luminescence positions (low energy side-green, maximum-red, and high energy side-black). As illustrated in Figure 6.23, ꚍ3 only appears on 
the high e e gy side. ꚍ1 a d ꚍ2 are present at all positions showing different trends.   



80  Analysis and discussion At the low energy side (green), two decay times are observable (see Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24). ꚍ2 shows an increase with increasing temperature from 2.2 ns to 2.9 ns. An increase of decay times with increasing temperature is a typical behavior for radiative recombination centers [120] while for non-radiative centers a decrease of the decay time with temperature would be expected [121]. The decay time ꚍ1 is almost constant at 0.5 ns ±0.1 ns over the whole temperature range. A small jitter of the decay time over temperature is assigned to the accuracy of the data.   At the peak maximum of the emission (red), ꚍ2 is (with 2.5 ns) slower than at the low energy side (with 2 ns). After a small enhancement of 0.5 ns up to 60 K, the decay time decreases by 0.5 ns followed by an approximatively constant decay time of 2.5 ns above 100 K. 
ꚍ1 at the maximum is 0.2 ns slower (0.7 ns±0.1 ns) compared to the low energy side (0.5 ns±0.1 ns) and shows a further increase by 0.2 ns (0.9 ns±0.1 ns) with temperatures up to 110 K. Above 110 K, ꚍ1 starts to decrease down to 0.4 ns. As the decay time ꚍ1 gets very small with 0.4 ns for 300 K and the fraction (Figure 6.24) of this decay time decreases with temperature leading to the assumption of increasing non-radiative decay rates. However, such a considerable decrease in the decay time is not observable for ꚍ2 indicating that almost all of the luminescence at room temperature (chapter 6.1.4) can be assigned to ND excitons provoking ꚍ2.  The observable behavior of ꚍ2 at the high energy side is similar to that at the emission peak maximum, except that the decay time starts with a slower decay time of 2.9 ns and ends with 2.75 ns. The slowdown of the low temperature ꚍ2 at the three energy positions might look like energetically higher ND exciton states become continuously more involved, however, a finer energetic resolution (presented in the following chapter 6.2.2) evidences a more complex behavior of the low temperature time constants. Remarkably, at the high energy side of the luminescence peak, ꚍ1 increases up to a temperature of approximately 170 K in contrast to ꚍ1 at the luminescence peak maximum.  
ꚍ3 stays almost constant at 0.18 ns over the whole temperature range indicating a recombination combined with fast relaxation processes independent on 



Analysis and discussion  81 temperature. This assumption of an involved relaxation process is supported by the circumstance, that ꚍ3 contributed only 25 % of the photon counts to Figure 6.24 although it is three times faster than ꚍ1, which contributed 65 % of the photon counts.  Independent of the energetic position, the trends of the photon-count fractions of each decay time do not change (Figure 6.24). The fast decay time ꚍ1 has a larger fraction compared to the slower ꚍ2 time (same trend as in Figure 6.26). With increasing temperatures ꚍ1 loses photon counts in favor of ꚍ2. This shows, that ꚍ1 related, radiative exciton recombinations are not as temperature stable as the ꚍ2 related indicating that excitons with lifetime ꚍ1 can be thermally delocalized, probably into energetically higher states provoking ꚍ2. Very interesting is the comparison to Ref. [112], where the authors investigate the radiative and non-radiative contributions to decay times belonging to decay processes of QW and QD states. They show a constant behavior of the decay time for the QD states, as it is visible for ꚍ1 on the low energy side in the here investigated samples. Additionally, they differentiated the radiative and non-radiative contributions under the assumption that the non-radiative contributions increase with temperature. Due to their approach, the authors expect a linear increase of the decay time with temperature for the radiative recombination time of QW states. Exactly the same trend is observable for ꚍ2 (probably being ND exciton states) in the here investigated samples on the low energy side. For the high energy side, the investigated sample shows a triexponential decay, which prevents a comparison to Ref. [112]. In Summary, ꚍ1 and the slower decay time ꚍ2 can be assigned to radiative QD/surface states and ND states, respectively. With the wording introduced in chapter 6.1, the multiexponential decay transients probably originate from excitons in ND states, normal ML fluctuations, and surface states and QD-like ML fluctuations.  Coming back to the initial question, the decay times for the 1-nm-thick GaN NDs show a high temperature stability as expected due to the high temperature stability of the integrated intensity in chapter 6.1.4. While the following chapter primarily investigates the distribution of the decay times along the ensemble luminescence 



82  Analysis and discussion with higher energetic resolution it also investigates, whether the same complex multiexponential decay behavior can be found in the other samples.  6.2.2 Decay times as a function of the emitted ND luminescence Investigating the TRPL transients at different emission energies within the broadness of the ND luminescence can assure the identification (given in chapter 6.2.1) of the different excitonic complexes that create the multiexponentiality of the recorded transients. Besides, multiexponentiality of transients as well as changing decay rates for different energetic positions within broad QW luminescence is commonly assigned to the influence of built-in electric fields [123]. However, in this thesis, the field-free confinement regime samples allow a field-free investigation of multiexponential decay rates in c-plane GaN/AlN QWs for the first time.  The results are discussed for the confinement and the QCSE regime samples separately.   6.2.2.1 Confinement regime Figure 6.26 a  sho s the diffe e t de a  ti es ꚍ1, ꚍ2 a d ꚍ3 for different emission energies along the 1-nm-thick ND luminescence peak recorded with two different excitation powers. The different excitation powers do not significantly influence the decay times, which is contrary to what is found for the QCSE regime samples, presented later in Figure 6.28. Therefore, this excitation power independence is attributed to the absence of a built-in electric field. The thi d de a  ti e ꚍ3 may be attributed to the recombination of excitons in ND states that additionally relax into surface states and QD-like ML flu tuatio s assig ed to ꚍ1 (see Figure 6.29). The 
ela atio  p o ess f o  these ꚍ3- elated ND e ito s affe ts ꚍ1 by re-filling of the attributed states. In Figure 6.26 b), the behavior of the contributing photon-counts fraction of each decay time as a function of the emission energy is plotted. As 

e pe ted, the fast de a  ti e ꚍ1 has a larger fraction compared to the slow decay 
ti e ꚍ2. Above 4.1 eV, where the third decay time ꚍ3 gets detectable, the fraction of 
ꚍ1 de eases a uptl , he eas the f a tio  of ꚍ2 starts to smoothly decrease earlier, 
i depe de t of the appea a e of ꚍ3. Another possibility to show the interaction 
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et ee  ꚍ1 a d ꚍ3 is exhibited in Figure 6.26 c) and d) ith ꚍ3 being subtracted from 

ꚍ1 and A3 is summed to A1 producing continuous trends. This representation nicely 
illust ates that the thi d de a  ti e ꚍ3 includes a relaxation process from ND states into surface states and QD-like ML fluctuations.   

 Figure 6.26: a) Evolution of the decay times ꚍ1, ꚍ2, and ꚍ3 along the 1-nm-thi k NDs’ luminescence (green) for low and high excitation powers. b) Fractions of the total counts A1, A2 and A3 for the decay times ꚍ1, ꚍ2, and ꚍ3, respectively. c) and d) show in principle the same as a) and b) with the difference, that ꚍ3 is subtracted from ꚍ1 and A3 is summed to A1 to demonstrate a refilling by ꚍ3. The assignment of ꚍ2 to NDs states made in chapter 6.2.1 is supported by comparing the e e g  depe de e of ꚍ2 for all samples within the confinement regime in Figure 6.27. For the 1-nm-thick NDs (Figure 6.27 top), ꚍ2 shows an abrupt increase in the decay time above 4.1 eV, which is interpreted as the energy at which the next, 1-ML-thicker ND state band begins. Within each ND state band, the ꚍ2 gradually decreases, as relaxation from energetically higher excitons in the same ND band to energetically lower states arises. Exactly this characteristic gets less pronounced for the 2-nm-thick NDs and completely disappears for the 3-nm-thick NDs in Figure 6.27. Additionally, 
the o u e e of the ꚍ3 time shifts to lower energies relative to the individual ND 

a) b) 
c) d) 



84  Analysis and discussion luminescence peak maximum. This systematic trend just reflects the decreasing influence of the ML fluctuations on the ND emission energies (Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12). But this does not mean, that there exists no ML fluctuation anymore, only that this clear separation between two different ND-state bands is not resolvable anymore.  Former publications, like Refs. [112], [122] also reported an additional decay process on the high energy side, changing the transients of QW luminescence from monoexponential to biexponential at the low and the high energy side, respectively. However, a change from a biexponential to a triexponential decay, as presented here, in this investigation, has never been reported for nitride heterostructures before. The absence of the electric field enables tracking of the multiple lifetimes as the decay and relaxation time variations with emission energy are not dominated by the QCSE anymore. That this observation is indeed enabled by the absence of electric fields in contrast to what is possible in conventional nitride heterostructures [112], [122] can be substantiated by comparing the confinement regime samples with the QCSE regime samples in the following chapter 6.2.2.2.   
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 Figure 6.27: Decay times vs. emission energy for the 1-nm-thick NDs, at top, the 2-nm-thick NDs, at center, and the 3-nm-thick NDs, at bottom within the confinement regime. The abrupt increase of ꚍ2 reduces for the 2-nm-thick NDs and disappears for the 3-nm-thick NDs, while the energetic position of the occurrence of ꚍ3shifts to lower energies relative to the emission peak maxima demonstrating the decreased influence of the ML fluctuations on the ND luminescence broadness.  



86  Analysis and discussion 6.2.2.2 Quantum-confined Stark effect regime With the presence of a built-in field (in the QCSE regime samples) the behavior of the decay times becomes different to the one presented in chapter 6.2.2.1 for the confinement regime samples.   In Figure 6.28 a) the de a  ti es ꚍ1 a d ꚍ2 vs. the emission energy along the broad ND luminescence peak are plotted for low and high excitation powers. The exemplarily shown data belong to the4-nm-thick GaN NDs with 2-nm-thick AlN 
a ie s. Both de a  ti es, ꚍ1 a d ꚍ2, gradually increase with decreasing emission energy for the high as well as for the low excitation power. Remarkably, the ordering of the data points for high/low excitation powers switches between the high and low energetic flank of the peak as the built-in field screening with high excitation powers seems to be effective for the emission stemming from the lower energy side only [122]. This surprising finding is explained by Figure 6.28 b), where the emission energy shift of the emitting excitonic states caused by the charge carrier screening is artificially removed. Besides, that the built-in field screening effect on the decay times becomes less effective energetically closer to the GaN guard layer luminescence at 3.47 eV is expected. 
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 Figure 6.28: Decay time ꚍ1 (black) and ꚍ2 (red) along the 2 nm AlN-4 nm GaN NDs luminescence (green spectra) for high (squares) and low (stars) excitation powers, a) and the same data points artificially shifted to compensate the charge carrier screening of the emission energy, b). 

a) 

b) 



88  Analysis and discussion The overall increase of the decay times with decreasing emission energy is typically assigned to localized excitons in QWs resulting from alloy fluctuations and monolayer fluctuations of the ND thicknesses [83], [112], [113], [119], [121]–[130]. According to these references, the decay time trend originates from the (at the high energy side) involved non-radiative relaxation processes into the exciton states that emit at the energetically lower side of the peak. However, an additional impact of the ND thickness is expected, as excitons in thicker NDs with QCSE emit at lower energies, but at the same time exhibit a larger electron-hole separation. Another explanation attributes the decay time trends to the pulsed excitation of the TRPL measurements: at short delay times, the electric field created by the photo injected carriers partially 
s ee s the e isti g piezoele t i  field, esulti g i  a  i ease i  the a ie s a e-function overlap and a blue shift of the transition energy. At longer delay times, as the carriers recombine, the field screening reduces, and the wave-function overlap is reduced and the transition redshifts [122].  Ho e e , su h a eha io  should lead to higher than biexponential decays due to the gradually reducing electron-hole overlap with time. That the decay time trend is related to the built-in fields (either direct or via the QCSE in ML fluctuations) can be investigated in the samples within the confinement regime that do not exhibit a built-in electric field. Here, the confinement regime samples in Figure 6.26 do not show such a continuous decay time decrease, which on the other hand once more indicates the absence of built-in fields in the confinement regime samples.  In InGaN QWs small decay rates are commonly assigned to compositional fluctuations of In and large decay rates to thickness variations of the InGaN layers [120], both being able to localize excitons in three dimensions. Hence, the experimental results for the QCSE regime samples would also follow these commonly used explanations for the InGaN system with two different, localized states. However, the STEM analyses (Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.3) did not show significant alloy fluctuations within the NDs. Thus, the common assignment of the slow lifetime component to excitons localized in alloy fluctuations is not an option for the investigated GaN/AlN NDs. Nevertheless, the QD-like ML fluctuations and surface states are able to localize excitons. However, the confinement regime samples without built-in electric fields 



Analysis and discussion  89 investigated in chapter 6.2.2.1 do not show the same continuous decay rate trends, which facilitates the assignment of the slow decay time to two-dimensional non-localized exciton states of the NDs.  In order to additionally check the assignment of the decay rates to two different localized states the localization depth can be determined by a weak exciton localization model [119]. In this model the decay time behavior vs. emission energy can be fitted by: 
𝜏 = 𝜏𝑟𝑎+𝑒( − 𝑚) .                          (6.3) 
With ꚍ being the de a  ti e, ꚍrad the radiative decay time, E the emission energy, Em the energy of the mobility edge and E0 the exciton localization depth. Excitons occupying energy levels above the mobility edge Em represent free exciton states of a ND and below the mobility edge localized exciton states [112]. In this odel ꚍrad equals the pure radiative decay time, assumed to be present at the lowest emission energy of the low temperature luminescence peak only [83] (as discussed above, at higher emission energies, non-radiative relaxation processes into energetically lower states are involved). By fitting equation 6.3 to the decay times in Figure 6.29, the activation energy E0 of each decaying excitonic complex is accessible. The determined 
a ti atio  e e g  of  eV fo  ꚍ1 is independent of the excitation power whereas 
fo  ꚍ2 the activation energy strongly depends on the excitation power: being 52 meV for low excitation and 117 meV for high excitation powers. These totally different power dependencies of the activation energies for the two decay times indicate that they have two fundamentally different origins instead of two similar localized states origins. However, the determined activation energies assign ꚍ1 to excitons localized in potential fluctuations [127], while ꚍ2 might be related to normal ML fluctuations, as with increasing numbers of excited charge carriers, the polarizing field strengths of the ND excitons is reduced resulting in an increased electron-hole coulomb interaction. I  this i te p etatio , the po e  depe de t a ti atio  e e g  of ꚍ2 translates into the dissociation energy of the ND excitons (within the normal ML fluctuations) into free electrons and holes. Therefore, ꚍ1 might be assigned to QD-like ML fluctuations [131] (compare Figure 6.30). As these shallow localization centers are 



90  Analysis and discussion expected to exhibit only few states, the increased excitation power leads to a delocalization of the excitons from the QD-like ML fluctuations into the ND states before charge carrier screening can significantly alter their delocalization energy. 
Co se ue tl , the de a  ti e ꚍ1 does not show different localization energies for high and low excitation power.     

 Figure 6.29: Determination of the localization depths within the 4-nm-thick GaN NDs with 2-nm-thick AlN barriers by fitting the decay times ꚍ1 and ꚍ2 with a weak exciton localization model [119] (equation 6.3). The fits were performed on the decay times ꚍ1 and ꚍ2 for low and high excitation powers separately, delivering the same localization depth for ꚍ1 but different depths for ꚍ2, which shows that the origins of the two recombinations are fundamentally different. Finally, the mobility edge Em for the ND states decreases by approximately the same amount, their dissociation energy increases with higher amounts of built-in field screening charge carriers: As the electron-hole separation is reduced, the electron-hole Coulomb attraction increases, which might cause this abnormal mobility edge reduction. However, the shift of the mobility edge to higher energies for the QD-like monolayer fluctuations follows the total emission energy blue shift in the samples due to the gradual removement of the Stark redshift by the screening charge carriers.  



Analysis and discussion  91 In conclusion, the interpretation given in chapter 6.1 is confirmed: Built-in fields lead to a localization of excitons, which was lifted in the QCSE regime sample for the ND excitons by higher excitation powers screening the built-in field.   6.2.3 Multiexponential decay process In the previous subchapters multiexponential decay transients in the investigated samples were analyzed. Such multiexponential decay transients originate from multiple recombination pathways of different excitons in a sample emitting within the given energetic window of the TRPL setup. This chapter visualizes the given interpretations of the origin of the decay processes. In general, Decay transients show a decay in the form of   𝐴 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖 −𝑡𝜏𝑖𝑖=  , with n 𝜖 N.                                                      (6.1) Each summand describes one recombination pathway (e.g., QD-like and ND excitons). However, one pathway can involve several recombination channels  
−𝑡𝜏𝑖 = ∏ −𝑡𝜏𝑖,𝑘=  , with m 𝜖 N,                  (6.2) like the radiative recombination of a ND exciton besides its relaxation into energetically lower ND states. Hence, 𝜏𝑖 represents the effective lifetime of the 

e ito s of t pe 𝑖 . In the confinement regime samples, three decay processes are detected. The identified recombination pathways within the NDs are summarized in Figure 6.30. In this figure, the band edge diagram of the 1-nm thick NDs is sketched. Corresponding to the discussed ML fluctuations in the previous chapters (6.1.2.2 and 6.2.2), the normal ML (ND+1ML) and the QD-like ML (QD+1ML) fluctuation is sketched with ꚍ2 and ꚍ1, respectively. ꚍ3 describes the combined recombination and relaxation originating from the primary ND thickness (in this case 1 nm) into the ND+1ML or QD-like ML fluctuations. The gray areas represent the ND states as a quasi-band. Whereas for the ND states more excited states are reachable, for the QD electrons only the ground state is expected due to its flat potential well. For the holes this is expected 



92  Analysis and discussion to be different due to two effects: first of all, their larger effective mass causes less confinement within QDs that confine electrons well and second, the comparatively small energetic distances between the A and B band edges will probably allow more than one excited hole state within the QDs, if the dimensions of the QD are large enough. The picture distinguishes between the recombination processes on the low energy (a) and high energy (b) side of the ND luminescence peak as well as for higher temperatures (c).  
  At the low energy flank of the luminescence peak, ꚍ2 originates from the recombination of excitons in the normal +1ML fluctuations and ꚍ1 from the QD-like ML fluctuations. The recombination process of the QD-like ML fluctuations is expected to be faster due to the stronger charge carrier confinement (at least of the electron wave function).  At the maximum and high energy side, more recombination and relaxation channels have to be considered. As illustrated in Figure 6.30 (b), the charge carriers in the primary ND are able decay radiatively or relax into the normal ML fluctuations and QD-like ML fluctuation. Hence, as visible from equation 6.2: τ = τ ,𝑁 + τ𝑟 . Figure 6.30 (c) sketches the decay processes at the low energy side for higher temperatures, in order to explain the temperature dependent results in section 6.2.1. For the +1ML ND states, higher temperatures thermally excite charge carriers into energetically higher states within the +1ML ND states band, leading to a continuous increase of ꚍ2 with temperature [Figure 6.24 a)]. For the charge carriers in the QD-like +1ML fluctuations, no free, energetically higher states within reach exist. Hence, ꚍ1 on the low energy side is independent from temperature [Figure 6.24 a)]. 
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 Figure 6.30: Different recombination pathways in a 1-nm-thick ND for the low a) and high b) energy sides of the ND luminescence peak as well as for the low energy side at higher temperatures c). The ND state bands (gray) and the QD-like single electron state together with QD-like multiple hole states due to the energetically close A, B valance bands in combination with the small effective hole mass. While at the low energy side two recombination processes, ꚍ1 and ꚍ2 originating from the normal and QD-like ML fluctuations are detectable, on the high energy side three recombination processes are determined. At the high energy side, a combined recombination and relaxation process ꚍr from the primary ND into ML fluctuations and QD-like fluctuations is assumed leading to ꚍ3. T Charge carriers in the normal ML fluctuations on the energetically lower side can be thermally excited fluctuate, which is not possible for charge carriers in QD-like ML fluctuation as no free states exist.      

a) 

b) 

c) 



94  Analysis and discussion 6.2.4 Fundamental differences in the transients for the quantum-confined Stark effect- and confinement regime [45] The previous chapters identified the origin of multiexponential decay transients in the investigated samples and determined fundamental differences in the decay behavior for the QCSE and confinement regime samples series. Finally, this chapter directly compares the recorded decay transients of all samples taken just at the luminescence maxima in order to demonstrate the immense, global influence of the built-in electric field strengths on the overall decay characteristics of excitons in the NDs. Figure 6.31 a) shows the decay transients of the samples within the QCSE regime and Figure 6.31 b) of those within the confinement regime. The legends of Figure 6.31 comprise the results of the biexponential decay fits at the luminescence peak maxima (equation 6.1). Bold letters highlight the dominant decay time, which corresponds to the decay time with significantly more counts. The biexponentiality originates from surface states and QD-like ML fluctuations besides the normal ND states as explained in detail in the previous chapters. Regardless of the nature of the emitting excitons and the involved recombination paths, for the samples within the QCSE regime, the shorter excitonic lifetimes decrease for decreasing AlN-barrier thicknesses from 7.34 µs down to 40 ns by more than 2 orders of magnitude in accordance with the built-in field reduction determined in chapter 6.1.1. Hönig et al. [40] predicted the same amount of increase in the electron-hole oscillator strength within IFGARD GaN/AlN quantum dots. If the ND thickness is afterwards decreased from 4 nm to 3 nm (constant AlN barrier thickness of 1 nm), the decay time drops further down to approximately 0.7 ns and stays constant for all three confinement regime samples when changing the ND thickness further down to 2 nm and 1 nm; as all confinement regime samples feature very similar transients in Figure 6.31 (b).  
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 Figure 6.31: Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) transients show the correlation between the decreasing exciton decay times for reduced electric field strengths (chapter 6.1.1) in the equally sized NDs of the QCSE regime samples (a), besides the fast, constant decay times in absence of built-in fields within the differently sized NDs of the confinement regime samples. The exciton lifetime fits results (see equation 6.1) are noted in the respective legends. Lifetimes with significantly more counts are bold. All TRPL transients displayed here, are recorded at the ND luminescence maxima at low temperatures but with high excitation power. 

a) 

b) 



96  Analysis and discussion The overall decrease of the decay time from 7.34 µs down to 0.7 ns (in Figure 6.31), the latter being comparable to the exciton lifetimes of excitons in InAs/GaAs quantum dots [132], proves the vanishing electric field strength within the NDs of the confinement regime samples. The approximately constant decay times for the confinement regime samples under triplication of the ND thickness from 1 nm to 3 nm are in perfect accordance to the numerically predicted, approximately constant electron-hole overlap of 93 % shown in Figure 6.3. In contrast to the results of Langer et al. [9], who demonstrated the dependence of the exciton lifetime on the thickness of non-IFGARD/conventional, unstrained GaN/Al(0.24)Ga(0.76)N quantum wells, all of our samples within the confinement regime show the exciton lifetime of approximately 0.7 ns, which is close to the approximately 0.5 ns Langer et al. [9] determined for their 1-nm-thick quantum well only. Please be aware, that the conventional GaN/Al(0.24)Ga(0.76)N quantum wells investigated by Langer et al. [9] incorporate only a fourth of the field strength found in conventional GaN/AlN quantum wells, but also only a fourth of the potential well deepness.  The simple comparison of decay transients presented in this chapter nicely demonstrates the immense beneficial impact of IFGARD on the recombination dynamics in GaN NDs.  6.3 IFGARD nanodiscs i  co pariso  ith co e tio al  structures  This chapter compares the presented experimental IFGARD emission energies in this work to experimental data for conventional GaN QWs published in the scientific literature.  The existing literature about GaN/AlN QWs is not as comprehensive as for GaN/AlGaN QWs. But, as the GaN/AlGaN QWs do only differ in approximately proportionally smaller potential walls and crystal polarizations relative to the corresponding Ga fraction in the AlGaN, publications dealing with GaN/AlGaN QWs can be consulted, if non-polar GaN/AlGaN quantum wells had been investigated. Together with the publications that experimentally investigated polar c-plane 



Analysis and discussion  97 GaN/AlN QWs [29], [89]–[91], [98], [99], [101], enough data exists to prove the IFGARD to be functional. Therefore, Figure 2.1 comprises experimentally recorded (all unconnected symbols) and numerically predicted (black line connecting small squares) emission energies as a function of ND/QW thickness from this IFGARD investigation (black squares, red dots) complemented with the data published in Refs. [29], [89]–[91], [98], [99], [101] (green squares, red triangles, red crosses). The conventional GaN/AlN QW data points (red triangles and crosses) reach emission energies below the bulk GaN luminescence at 3.47 eV by following an approximately linear trend. Green and black squares, however, represent unpolar GaN QWs/NDs, which follow the converging trend of the emission energies for increasing QW/ND thicknesses that is predicted by the numeric simulation for [0001], polar IFGARD-GaN/AlN QWs (black line connecting small squares) with perfectly shielded zero built-in field strength. Besides, also the data for the nominally semi-polar [11-22] GaN/AlN QWs in Ref. [101] exhibit emission energies with a much flatter slope, being qualitatively and quantitatively very close to the emission energies in our thicker confinement regime samples. By comparing experimental data to simulations in Ref [104], the electric field strength within these [11-22] GaN QWs was determined to lay between +0.6 MV/cm and -0.55 MV/cm, with the QWs being fully strained on AlN and fully strained on GaN, respectively. Their x-ray diffraction study of these [11-22] GaN QWs, however, indicates a strain state intermediate between fully relaxed (on GaN) and fully strained (on AlN). Hence, as they claim that the electric field is between 0.6 and -0.55 MV/cm and that the emission energies of the thicker QWs are close to the data for the confinement regime samples, in Ref. [104], the 8 to 12 ML thick QWs presumably exhibit no built-in electric field strength as it is the case for the confinement regime samples. However, be aware that for the calculations in Ref. [104] the material parameters of Ref. [98] have been used, which neglect the elastic constant E44 as well as the piezoelectric constant e15. Figure 6.32 nicely illustrates, that the presented IFGARD is able to compete with the semi- and non-polar growth approaches to overcome the issues coming along with the QCSE, but it has the advantage to not being reliant on any special growth procedure. Additionally, the common use of the confinement effect to compensate the QCSE is not necessary. Even larger QWs would emit with adequate efficiency. 
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 Figure 6.32: Direct comparison of the experimentally determined emission energies for the different ND samples in the confinement regime (black squares) and the QCSE regime (red dots) to numeric results for GaN/AlN IFGARD quantum wells (black line) exhibiting totally shielded polarization fields (built-in field strength = 0 MV/cm). Published values for pure GaN QWs with nonpolar growth directions are included as greenish squares [29], [89]–[91], [101] and confirm the converging trend that is predicted for GaN QWs without built-in fields. While the conventionally grown [0001], fully polar GaN/AlN QWs [98], [99], [101] (reddish triangles) emit at much lower emission energies for well widths exceeding 1 nm. Even doping in the order of ∙ 9⁄  (red crosses) does not significantly alter the emission energies of the polar GaN/AlN QWs.    



Conclusion  99 7 Conclusion In this thesis, the successful application of an approach to defeat the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) by a novel semiconductor design, named Internal-Field-Guarded-Active-Region Design (IFGARD), was demonstrated with real-world heterostructures, for the first time. GaN nanowires (NWs) containing 40x GaN nanodiscs (NDs) each embedded in AlN barriers realized the IFGARD, grown in the workgroup of Martin Eickhoff by PAMBE along the most polar [ ̅] c-axis of the wurtzite crystal structure. Due to the lateral growth of AlN, the NWs exhibit a cone-shape besides an AlN shell. As evidenced in this thesis, despite the IFGARD of the NDs, the cone-shape of the NWs induces a residual, built-in electric field in the NDs due to the different net interface charges of adjacent interfaces. The cone-shape angle gets smaller with reduced AlN barrier thickness until the cone-shape turns into a straight shape where the IFGARD is able to fully annihilate any built-in fields. In sum, this discovery facilitates a unique tuning capability of the large inherent fields within c-plane, pure GaN/AlN quantum well or quantum dot structures.  Furthermore, using two complementary sample series the behavior of excitons influenced by a pure 1-dimensional confinement could be investigated in such c-plane structures undisturbed by the QCSE. Figure 7.1 summarizes the most important measurement results.  The optical properties of the IFGARD NDs were investigated by micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements, which led to the second discovery of triexponential decay processes of excitonic complexes in field-free c-plane GaN/AlN ND excitons, never shown before.  The triexponential behavior was traced back to different types of bound as well as unbound ND excitons and their relaxation channels, as due to the absence built-in fields only, a change from biexponential to triexponential decay when scanning the ND luminescence from the low to the high energy side was detectable for the first time. Hence, the IFGARD will most probably stimulate further discoveries as it facilitates the possibility to investigate trapped charge carriers and their vicinity-interplay in a field-free environment in group-III-nitride heterostructures grown in c direction, which was not accessible before.  
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  Figure 7.1: This Figure summarizes the most important results used for the proof of the successful tuning and annihilation of the QCSE in the investigated IFGARD nanodiscs (NDs)  within a plot of the nanodisc emission energies vs. the barrier and nanodisc thicknesses separating the confinement regime, marked by black squares and the QCSE regime (red dots) from each other.  It shows the determined, residual built-in electric field strengths (green values), the exciton confinement energies (black values), and the dominant decay times (orange values). Additionally, the geometric nanowire structure in the respective pure confinement or QCSE regime are sketched, including the comparison with numeric calculations of QWs without or full (black vs. pink) built-in electric fields. Finally, a tremendously improved temperature stability of the luminescence stemming from the thinnest, field-free, only 1-nm-thick GaN/AlN NDs was demonstrated showing the promising capabilities of the new IFGARD design, not only for UV-photonics but all photonic applications by utilizing originally polar heterostructures without their inherent electric fields.  



Conclusion  101 7.1 Outlook 7.1.1 Interesting aspects and discussion for a real device One of the most interesting questions after evidencing the successful application of IFGARD is, is this concept relevant for the photonic industry?” To answer this question, this outlook discusses some of the aspects of the IFGARD that seem to be disadvantageous, like the right choice of the substrate, the absorption in the top guard layer, and other aspects that give a competitive edge for electrical devices.  7.1.1.1 The right substrate During the introduction of the IFGARD (chapter 4) the importance of the lower guard layer to be of the same material as the QWs is explained. In terms of the here investigated NWs, the deviating substrate material Si from the GaN NDs material was explained to be negligible due to the small interface area between the substrate and the NWs (see chapter 5 Samples). For QWs, this would not be the case anymore. In the case of GaN QWs, the use of GaN substrates would be appropriate leading to higher production costs compared to the use of, e.g., cheaper Si substrates. Besides that, investigating the influence of space charges at a Si to GaN interface on an IFGARD will be a task for future work. Another possibility is, to use laser-lift off methods to lift of the IFGARD structure from a cheaper substrate after the growth [82].        7.1.1.2 The absorption of photons in the top guard layer Another aspect that creates doubts, is the top guard layer consisting of the same material as the QW. The guard layer absorbs photons generated in the underlying QW, which should decrease the efficiency of IFGARD devices. The theoretic predictions claim that as long as the dimension of the guard layer in the direction of the emitted photons does not exceed the wavelength of the photons, the gain resulting from the boosted excitonic oscillator strength due to the IFGARD, does compensate those absorption losses. This was evidenced in this work for a top guard layer thickness of approximately 1/10th of the e itted a ele gths. But, Ho  thick 
eed the gua d la e s to e to still gua a tee the fu tio  of IFGARD?  Nu e i  



102  Conclusion simulations for predicting the spontaneous polarization in wurtzite crystals considered the second next neighbor interaction of the atoms [131]. Consequently, the guard layer should be at least two monolayers thick (= c, lattice parameter of the wurtzite crystal, Figure 2.3) for perfectly flat layers without thickness fluctuations. Considering a guard layer thinner than the QW has additional advantages. If the guard layer is smaller than the QW itself, the band gap of the guard layer would be larger if compared to the underlying QW and could not absorb its photons. In the first samples series, presented in this work, a top guard layer thickness of 20 nm was chosen since it was expected to show the observed luminescence at 3.47 eV close to bulk GaN. Thus, a clear separation between the guard layer and the ND luminescence was feasible for most of the samples.       7.1.1.3 The advantage of low current operation of a device In the scientific III-nitrides community it is a widespread belief that the QCSE is not a problem for, e.g., the LED industry as the built-in electric field can be screened just by injecting a large amount of charge carriers into the photon emitting region of a device. This requires large current densities lead through the active region of, e.g., an LED structure resulting in a high temperature of the device itself that reduces the service life of the LED and making it necessary to add effective cooling mechanisms. On the other hand, screening of the QCSE by charge-carriers causes an undesired wavelength shift of the emitted photons as a function of the applied current densities, in the case of, e.g., light density dimming without using a pulsed operating mode, which is often undesired too as it causes a stroboscopic effect. Summarizing already these aspects: An LED structure based on a heterostructure that is plagued by the QCSE needs to be designed for very specific electrical operation conditions and is therefore very unflexible in its design. Another aspect is the efficiency droop resulting from Auger recombinations, becoming significant with high carrier concentrations within the active region for, e.g., InGaN based LEDs [133]–[135]. Here, it is a well-known phenomenon that with increasing current the efficiency first increases and after reaching a maximal efficiency, decreases again with further enhancement of the applied current [136]–[138]. Thus, again it is a delicate trade-off 



Conclusion  103 between high current densities for screening the QCSE but not so high current densities for not having the Auger droop kicking in. All those disadvantages due to the QCSE can be eliminated by the IFGARD giving back much more flexibility in designing, e.g., photon emitting devices at specific emission energies, which are purely tuned by the band gap of the utilized active region material and the confinement energy in quantum-sized heterostructures. Furthermore, by being able to change the material compositions in each of the IFGARD layers separately, more advanced band edge landscapes become realizable.      
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List of figures  119 11  List of figures Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of a Ga-polar wurtzite crystal structure including Ga or Al atoms (positively charged, red), N atoms (negatively charged, blue), lattice constants a and c, the material specific internal lattice parameter u, the unit cell (green), a-plane, m-plane, c-plane, ABAB stacking and tetrahedron. ................................................................................. 15 Figure 2.2: Double tetrahedrons of the wurtzite crystal structure including Ga or Al ions (positively charged, red), N ions (negatively charged, blue) and the material specific internal lattice parameter u. Coordinates for orientation: z-axis corresponds to the growth direction [0001] (c-axis). Left: ideal double tetrahedron, middel: compressively (x-y-plane) strained double tetrahedron (piezoelectric polarization), right: intrinsic deviation from the ideal double tetrahedron (constitutes the spontaneous polarization). ......................................... 16 Figure 2.3: Illustration of a wurtzite crystal structure with Ga or Al ions (positively charged, red), N ions (negatively charged, blue), lattice constants a and c, central metal atom (black framed), nearest neighbors nitrogen atoms (orange framed) and second nearest neighbors (green framed). ...................................................................................................................... 17 Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of a GaN QW in an AlN matrix without surface charges a), with surface charges b) illustrating the QCSE and the screening of the QCSE through a large number of charge carriers c). ................................................................................................. 19 Figure 2.5: Band structure for a) GaN and b) AlN depicted with the energy gaps for the A-valley EA, the -valley Eg, the M-L valley EM-L and the energy splitting in the valance bands A, B and C. The energy values are given in Table 2.4 [60]–[62]. ................................................ 23 Figure 3.1: Schematic sketch of the µ-PL set-up. ................................................................... 26 Figure 3.2: Schematic sketch of the ns-range TRPL set-up. ................................................... 27 Figure 3.3: Schematic sketch of the µs-range TRPL set-up. ................................................... 28 Figure 4.1: Left side: Conventional GaN/AlN QD structure grown along the most natural growth direction [0001]. 2D scan of the layer sequence a), a contour plot showing the sum of the piezo- and pyroelectric potential revealing a gradient illustrated by the color change from yellow to black inside the QD b), and a band edge scan through the QD center with the typical tilt c). The overlap of the electron (blue) and hole (red) wave functions as a measure of the transition probability in the QD is green. The potential gradient inside the QD b) is responsible for the charge carrier separation c) resulting in a reduced transition probability for conventional QDs. Right side: IFGARD GaN/AlN QD structure grown along the most natural growth direction [0001]. 2D scan of the layer sequence d), a contour plot showing the sum of the piezo- and pyroelectric potential exhibiting a constant electric potential illustrated by the homogeneous purple color inside the IFGARD QD e), and a band edge scan through the IFGARD QD center with the flat band edges f) resulting in an immense increase of the transition probability due to the increased overlap (green) of the electron (blue) and hole (red) wave-function [45]. ....................................................................................................... 31 Figure 4.2: The sum of the piezo- and pyroelectric potential across an IFGARD QD for different layer dimensions in comparison to the conventional case without IFGARD (dashed line). The height of the GaN QD is kept constant at 3 nm, the AlN barrier thickness was varied 
s et i all  ed = lue u e  a d as et i all  i ludi g a sta k i e sio  [45]. 33 Figure 4.3: Comparison of an IFGARD QW with an electronic analogon – stacked, plate-type capacitors with distances t, h and b, and the permittivity ɛ. The distances between the capacitor plates are equivalent to the top barrier of 1 nm, the QW thickness of 2 nm and the 
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120  List of figures bottom barrier of 1 nm. The interface charges, resulting from the polarization, are marked with positive (+, red) and negative (-, black) mathematic signs. Green arrows represent the corresponding electric fields inside the capacitor plates, showing a field annihilation within the inner plates (QW). ............................................................................................................ 34 Figure 4.4: Illustration of the IFGARD stack sequence a) in comparison to the conduction- and valence band edges b). In the IFGARD sequence a), grown along the most natural c- axis, the interface charges caused by the crystal polarization are marked with positive (+, red) and negative (-, black) signs. ......................................................................................................... 35 Figure 4.5: Applicability of the IFGARD for multiple QWs with fixed or variable QW composition showing the universal validity of the IFGARD and the possibility to create potential landscapes by composition variation d). ................................................................ 37 Figure 5.1: Schematic sketches of the NWs with AlN barrier thicknesses of 1 nm a) and 4 nm c), each with 4-nm-thick GaN NDs. Arithmetic signs (red +, blue -) mark the positions of interface space charges. b) shows the respective band structure for 1-nm-thick barriers illustrating the flat conduction and valance band edges (black) in comparison to a conventional structure without guard layers (red), which exhibits band banding due to the QCSE (calculated with the NextNano software) [45]. d) to k) show SEM images of samples with AlN barrier thicknesses of 6 nm [d), e)], 4 nm [f), g)], 2 nm [h), i)] and 1 nm [j), k)] each with a ND thickness of 4 nm. The SEM images illustrate the changing cone-shape a gle α a d the coalescence of some NWs. .............................................................................................. 40 Figure 6.1: Comparison of µ-PL spectra for all investigated samples at 15 µW excitation power. In all samples, the dominant GaN ND luminescence is accompanied by the GaN-guard-layer luminescence (marked by the dashed, blue line), which divides the samples series into the so called QCSE regime and the confinement regime. ...................................................... 44 Figure 6.2: M Multiple phonon replicas are visible for the 1-nm-thick AlN barriers sample within the QCSE regime only. The existence of multiple LO-phonon replicas indicates built-in excitonic electric dipole moments in the QCSE regime samples. .......................................... 46 Figure 6.3: Comparison between numeric (black with IFGARD, red without IFGARD) and experimental data (green) illustrating the ND emission energies dependence on the ND 
thi k ess. Note, that the u e i  IFGARD  data was calculated for infinite quantum wells, hence, the built-in field strength was perfectly shielded (zero field strength). Whereas the calculated values for structures without IFGARD show an approximately linear trend crossing the GaN guard layer luminescence at 3.47 eV, the predicted IFGARD ND emission energies converge against the GaN guard layer luminescence. The Theoretical predictions for the IFAGRD are in perfect accordance to the experimental data recorded for the samples within the confinement regime–hence, these samples are without any built-in electric field. ....... 47 Figure 6.4: Approximation of the electric field strength for the QCSE regime samples showing the conduction and valance band edges for one ND in the z-direction with the ND thickness lQND, the emission energy of the ND END, the energy of the GaN guard layer EGaN and the 
pote tial d op E, esides, the e uatio  fo  a ho oge eous ele t i  field i  a plate t pe capacitor. ................................................................................................................................ 50 Figure 6.5: Estimated electric field strength vs. barrier thickness showing a decreasing electric field strength with a decreasing barrier thickness in the QCSE regime. ................................ 51 Figure 6.6: STEM image of three coalesced NWs with 6-nm-thick AlN barriers and 4-nm-thick GaN NDs (a). b) shows a comparison of NWs with 6-nm- and 1-nm-thick barriers with 4-nm-
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List of figures  121 thick NDs each. Marked are the GaN guard layer, the GaN NDs (bright), the AlN barriers (dark), and the AlN shell. ....................................................................................................... 52 Figure 6.7: Systematically measure of the NDs thickness along one NW for the 6-nm and 1-nm-thick AlN barriers. ............................................................................................................ 53 Figure 6.8: Color coded Al concentration da k ed fo   % Al  ep ese ti g pu e AlN, da k 
lue fo  -20 % Al", while 0 % represents pure GaN) in a section of a NW with nominally 6-nm-thick AlN barriers. ............................................................................................................ 55 Figure 6.9: Impact of 1 (gray) and 2 (yellow) ML fluctuations on the ND emission peak. The values for the ML fluctuations stem from the numeric calculations in Figure 6.3. ............... 57 Figure 6.10: Cross section through a NW illustrating the energy vs. radius of the NW. The valence and conduction band as well as the fermi energy, the surface and the sidewall of the NW is sketched. The crystal lattice symmetry break at the sidewall leads to surface states within the bandgap, highlighted in green. The electrons (blue) and holes (red) occupy either the ND conduction band and valance band states with the emission energy END or the electrons occupy the surface states within the bandgap (green) and recombine with a hole in the valance band with the emission energy ESX. .................................................................... 59 Figure 6.11: Comparison of the sample spectra at low (black) and high (red) excitation powers with normalized intensities. The dashed area decreases for high excitation powers relative to the high energy sides of the peaks. This can be explained by a saturated filling of the surface states with excited charge carriers. ....................................................................................... 60 Figure 6.12: Influence of the different broadening mechanisms – normal ML fluctuation (gray), surface states and QD like ML fluctuation (blue) – on the FWHM. The black squares represent the measured FWHM and the red dots the calculated FWHM caused by 1 ML of normal ML fluctuation. The green squares mark the deviation between the experimental and calculated values representing the fraction of the broadening caused by QD-like fluctuations and surface states. ................................................................................................................. 62 Figure 6.13: Power dependent µ-PL spectra for the QCSE (left column) and the confinement regime (right column) samples. ............................................................................................. 63 Figure 6.14: ND emission peak positions are plotted for excitation powers between 0.035 µW and 500 µW. The total emission energy shift between the lowest (min) and highest (max) excitation power is given on the right, vertical axis (blue) representing the achieved polarization field screening by excited charge carriers for the samples within the QCSE regime only......................................................................................................................................... 64 Figure 6.15: FWHM vs. excitation power for the 6-nm and 1-nm-thick AlN barriers samples in the QCSE regime and the 1-nm-thick GaN ND sample in the confinement regime showing three different trends over excitation power. ....................................................................... 65 Figure 6.16: Integrated intensity vs. excitation power for the QCSE and confinement regime. The linear dependency in this double logarithmic plot proves the dominance of radiative recombination processes in all of the samples. ..................................................................... 66 Figure 6.17: Integrated intensity vs. excitation power for the confinement regime samples. The integrated intensity is weighted by the ND thicknesses. ................................................ 68 Figure 6.18: Temperature dependent PL for the confinement regime samples and the 4-nm-thick GaN NDs sample with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers of the QCSE regime. ............................ 70 Figure 6.19: Emission energy peak shift with temperature for the confinement regime samples and the 4-nm-thick GaN NDs with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers of the QCSE regime. ... 71 
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122  List of figures Figure 6.20: Illustration of the emission energy vs. temperature (squares) accompanied by the FWHM (blue tube) and the Varshni shift fit (pink, dashed line) for the confinement regime samples and the 4-nm-thick GaN NDs with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers representative for the QCSE regime. Furthermore, the absolute offsets at the ordinate between the extended Varshni shift fits and the experimental values are depicted in red. ...................................... 72 Figure 6.21: Integrated intensity as a function of temperature for all samples comprising 1-nm-thick AlN barriers. The decreased excitation volume of thinner NDs is accounted for in the right plot with a logarithmic intensity scaling. ................................................................. 75 Figure 6.22: Integrated Intensity normalized to the individual maximum values as a function of Temperature for all samples with 1-nm-thick AlN barriers. An intensity drop to 50 % is marked by the green line. ...................................................................................................... 76 Figure 6.23: Comparison between the decay transients taken at the maximum (blue), the low (red) and high (black) energy side of the 1-nm-thick NDs luminescence peak. While the low energy side follows a biexponential decay process (green fits), the high energy side needs to be described by a triexponential decay process (purple fit). ................................................. 77 Figure 6.24: Decay times ꚍ1, ꚍ2, a d ꚍ3 as well as photon count fractions as a function of temperature for the 1-nm thick NDs with 1-nm thick AlN barriers at the low energy side (top), at the luminescence peak maximum (center), and at the high energy side (bottom). ......... 78 Figure 6.25: Direct comparison of the decay times ꚍ1, ꚍ2, a d ꚍ3 as a function of temperature depending on the different 1-nm-thick ND luminescence positions (low energy side-green, maximum-red, and high energy side-black). As illustrated in Figure 6.23, ꚍ3 only appears on 
the high e e g  side. ꚍ1 a d ꚍ2 are present at all positions showing different trends. .......... 79 Figure 6.26: a) Evolution of the decay times ꚍ1, ꚍ2, and ꚍ3 along the 1-nm-thi k NDs  luminescence (green) for low and high excitation powers. b) Fractions of the total counts A1, A2 and A3 for the decay times ꚍ1, ꚍ2, and ꚍ3, respectively. c) and d) show in principle the same as a) and b) with the difference, that ꚍ3 is subtracted from ꚍ1 and A3 is summed to A1 to demonstrate a refilling by ꚍ3. ................................................................................................. 83 Figure 6.27: Decay times vs. emission energy for the 1-nm-thick NDs, at top, the 2-nm-thick NDs, at center, and the 3-nm-thick NDs, at bottom within the confinement regime. The abrupt increase of ꚍ2 reduces for the 2-nm-thick NDs and disappears for the 3-nm-thick NDs, while the energetic position of the occurrence of ꚍ3shifts to lower energies relative to the emission peak maxima demonstrating the decreased influence of the ML fluctuations on the ND luminescence broadness. ................................................................................................. 85 Figure 6.28: Decay time ꚍ1 (black) and ꚍ2 (red) along the 2 nm AlN-4 nm GaN NDs luminescence (green spectra) for high (squares) and low (stars) excitation powers, a) and the same data points artificially shifted to compensate the charge carrier screening of the emission energy, b). ............................................................................................................... 87 Figure 6.29: Determination of the localization depths within the 4-nm-thick GaN NDs with 2-nm-thick AlN barriers by fitting the decay times ꚍ1 and ꚍ2 with a weak exciton localization model [119] (equation 6.3). The fits were performed on the decay times ꚍ1 and ꚍ2 for low and high excitation powers separately, delivering the same localization depth for ꚍ1 but different depths for ꚍ2, which shows that the origins of the two recombinations are fundamentally different. ................................................................................................................................. 90 Figure 6.30: Different recombination pathways in a 1-nm-thick ND for the low a) and high b) energy sides of the ND luminescence peak as well as for the low energy side at higher temperatures c). The ND state bands (gray) and the QD-like single electron state together 



List of figures  123 with QD-like multiple hole states due to the energetically close A, B valance bands in combination with the small effective hole mass. While at the low energy side two recombination processes, ꚍ1 and ꚍ2 originating from the normal and QD-like ML fluctuations are detectable, on the high energy side three recombination processes are determined. At the high energy side, a combined recombination and relaxation process ꚍr from the primary ND into ML fluctuations and QD-like fluctuations is assumed leading to ꚍ3. T Charge carriers in the normal ML fluctuations on the energetically lower side can be thermally excited fluctuate, which is not possible for charge carriers in QD-like ML fluctuation as no free states exist. ....................................................................................................................................... 93 Figure 6.31: Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) transients show the correlation between the decreasing exciton decay times for reduced electric field strengths (chapter 6.1.1) in the equally sized NDs of the QCSE regime samples (a), besides the fast, constant decay times in absence of built-in fields within the differently sized NDs of the confinement regime samples. The exciton lifetime fits results (see equation 6.1) are noted in the respective legends. Lifetimes with significantly more counts are bold. All TRPL transients displayed here, are recorded at the ND luminescence maxima at low temperatures but with high excitation power. .................................................................................................................................... 95 Figure 6.32: Direct comparison of the experimentally determined emission energies for the different ND samples in the confinement regime (black squares) and the QCSE regime (red dots) to numeric results for GaN/AlN IFGARD quantum wells (black line) exhibiting totally shielded polarization fields (built-in field strength = 0 MV/cm). Published values for pure GaN QWs with nonpolar growth directions are included as greenish squares [29], [89]–[91], [101] and confirm the converging trend that is predicted for GaN QWs without built-in fields. While the conventionally grown [0001], fully polar GaN/AlN QWs [98], [99], [101] (reddish triangles) emit at much lower emission energies for well widths exceeding 1 nm. Even doping in the order of ∙ 9  (red crosses) does not significantly alter the emission energies of the polar GaN/AlN QWs. .............................................................................................................. 98 Figure 7.1: This Figure summarizes the most important results used for the proof of the successful tuning and annihilation of the QCSE in the investigated IFGARD nanodiscs (NDs)  within a plot of the nanodisc emission energies vs. the barrier and nanodisc thicknesses separating the confinement regime, marked by black squares and the QCSE regime (red dots) from each other.  It shows the determined, residual built-in electric field strengths (green values), the exciton confinement energies (black values), and the dominant decay times (orange values). Additionally, the geometric nanowire structure in the respective pure confinement or QCSE regime are sketched, including the comparison with numeric calculations of QWs without or full (black vs. pink) built-in electric fields. ......................... 100   
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